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I. CIRCUIT COURT COMMITTED CLEAR ERROR AND 
ABUSED DISCRETION IN DENYING APPELLANT’S 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS JULY 11, 1990 STATEMENT 
TO POLICE, WHEN EVIDENCE AT SUPPRESSION 
HEARING DEMONSTRATED VIOLATION OF APPELLANT’S 
FIFTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS UNDER MIRANDA AND 
THAT STATEMENT WAS NOT VOLUNTARY 

11. THERE WAS INSUFFICIENT CIRCUMSTANTIAL 
EVIDENCE TO SUSTAIN APPELLANT’S CONVICTION 
FOR ROBBERY WITH DEADLY WEAPON, WHERE 
EVIDENCE DID NOT DEMONSTRATE APPELLANT 
STOLE OR INTENDED TO STEAL VICTIM’S JEWELRY 
OR CAR BY FORCE OR FEAR BEYOND REASONABLE 
DOUBT 

111. THERE WAS INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO 
SUPPORT CONVICTION FOR FIRST-DEGREE MURDER 
OF DIANE MATLAWSKI ON BASIS OF PREMEDITATION 
OR FELONY-MURDER 

I V .  APPELLANT WAS DENIED RIGHT TO 
FUNDAMENTALLY FAIR TRIAL BY PROSECUTORIAL 
ARGUMENT AT TRIAL PHASE WHICH IMPERMISSIBLY 
VOUCHED FOR POLICE OFFICERS’ CREDIBILITY, 
MISSTATED EVIDENCE AND COMMENTED ON 
APPELLANT’S SILENCE IN FACE OF PRETRIAL 
INTERROGATION 

V. CIRCUIT COURT ABUSED DISCRETION IN 
ADMITTING GRUESOME AUTOPSY PHOTOS SHOWING 
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR OF VICTIM MATLAWSKI’S 
HEAD WOUNDS, AND PARTIALLY DECOMPOSED FACES 
OF VICTIMS 
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VI. APPELLANT'S SENTENCING PROCEEDING 
VIOLATED APPELLANT'S EIGHTH AMENDMENT 
AND DUE PROCESS RIGHTS TO FAIR AND 
RELIABLE CONSIDERATION OF SENTENCE, 
WHEN JURY WAS NOT GIVEN APPROPRIATE 
INSTRUCTION AND VERDICT FORMS REQUIRING 
SEPARATE CONSIDERATION AND SEPARATE 
INDEPENDENT ADVISORY VERDICTS FOR 
SEPARATE CONVICTIONS INVOLVING MULTIPLE 
VICTIMS 

VII. TRIAL COURT COMMITTED REVERSIBLE 
ERROR IN PERMITTING ADMISSION OF EVIDENCE 
AT PENALTY PHASE, OR APPELLANT'S PRIOR 
CRIMINAL RECORD DESPITE APPELLANT'S 
WAIVER OF MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCE OF NO 
SIGNIFICANT PRIOR CRIMINAL HISTORY 

VIII. THERE WAS INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO 
AGGRAVATING CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MURDER OF 
DIANE MATLAWSKI WAS COMMITTED DURING 
COMMISSION, ATTEMPTED COMMISSION OR 
ESCAPE FROM ROBBERY WITH DEADLY WEAPON 

IX. 
GIVING STANDARD FELONY-MURDER AGGRAVATOR 
INSTRUCTION AND DENYING REQUESTED JURY 
INSTRUCTION THAT FELONY-MURDER CONVICTION 
SHOULD NOT BE RELIED ON AS PER SE BASIS 
FOR IMPOSITION OF DEATH PENALTY 

TRIAL COURT ABUSED DISCRETION IN 

X. AGGRAVATING CIRCUMSTANCE OF 

INSTRUCTION ARE UNCONSTITUTIONAL ON FACE 
AND AS APPLIED, 
FAILS TO ADEQUATELY NARROW CLASS OF THOSE 
ELIGIBLE FOR DEATH PENALTY 

XI. THERE WAS INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO 
SUPPORT AGGRAVATING CIRCUMSTANCE THAT 
MURDER OF DIANE MATLAWSKI WAS 
HEINOUS, ATROCIOUS OR CRUEL" 

"FELONY-MURDER" AND CORRESPONDING JURY 

BECAUSE 5921.141 (5) (d) 

"ESPECIALLY 

XII. TRIAL COURT ABUSED DISCRETION IN 
DENYING APPELLANT'S REQUESTED JURY 
INSTRUCTION ON "HEINOUS, ATROCIOUS AND 
CRUEL" AGGRAVATING CIRCUMSTANCE 

XIII. 
PHASE ON AGGRAVATING CIRCUMSTANCE OF 
"HEINOUS, ATROCIOUS AND CRUEL" WAS 
UNCONSTITUTIONALLY VAGUE 

JURY INSTRUCTION GIVEN AT PENALTY 
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X I V .  CIRCUIT COURT COMMITTED REVERSIBLE 
ERROR BY ADMITTING, CONSIDERING AND 
RELYING ON HEARSAY, IRRELEVANT, 
UNNECESSARY AND UNFAIRLY PREJUDICIAL 
EVIDENCE REGARDING "PRIOR VIOLENT 
FELONY" AGGRAVATING CIRCUMSTANCE 

X V .  IMPROPER ADMISSION AND CONSIDERATION OF 
PROHIBITED VICTIM IMPACT EVIDENCE VIOLATED 
APPELLANT'S EIGHTH AND FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT 
RIGHTS AGAINST CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT 
AND RIGHTS OF DUE PROCESS 

XVI. IMPOSITION OF DEATH PENALTY WAS 
DISPROPORTIONATE PUNISHMENT, AND SHOULD 
BE REDUCED TO LIFE IMPRISONMENT BASED ON 
COMPELLING SUBSTANTIAL AND UNDISPUTED 
EVIDENCE IN MITIGATION 

XVII. TRIAL COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT 
AGGRAVATING CIRCUMSTANCES OUTWEIGHED 
MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES, REQUIRING 
REDUCTION OF SENTENCE TO LIFE IMPRISONMENT 

CONCLUSION 
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PRELIMINARY STATEMW T 

This case arises from Appellant's convictions on two counts of 

first degree murder and one count of armed robbery and a sentence 

of death imposed by the Circuit Court in and for Broward County, 

the Honorable Paul Backman presiding. R,1902-1904,2008-2009,2021- 

2034. 

In this Brief, DAVID PANGBURN will be referred to as 

llAppellant". The symbols nRvl and nSRvl will refer to the Record-on- 

Appeal and Supplemental Record on Appeal filed pursuant to this 

Court's March 8 ,  1994 Order. The symbol Ileatt will mean 'Iemphasis 

added". llAvl will refer to the Appendix attached to this Brief. 



STATEMENT OF THE CA SE 

On July 19, 1990 Appellant was charged by Indictment, along 

with his brother, Michael Pangburn of having committed the first- 

degree murders of Diane Matlawski (Count I) and Nancy Cole (Count 

11) , Ifby asphyxiationtt, on or about November 20, 1989 in alleged 
violation of 5782.04, Fla.Stat. R,1569-1570. Appellant was also 

charged in Count I11 of the Indictment with armed robbery with a 

deadly weapon, by taking Diane Matlawski's car and jewelry "by 

forcef1 while possessing lla ligature and/or blunt instrument" under 

8812.13, P1n.S- R,1570. 

After a jury trial was held from December 1 to December 10, 

1992, R,1-1183; S . R . ,  1-622, the jury found Appellant guilty of all 

three counts as charged. R,1174-1175,1902-1904. After a penalty 

phase proceeding on February 1, 1993, R,1241-1471, the same jury 

recommended the death sentence by a 7-5 vote. R,1470-1471,1973- 

1980;1981. The Court held a sentencing hearing on March 12, 1993, 

R,1504-1527, after having allowed both parties to submit memoranda. 

R,1990-1992;1993-2006. On March 31, 1993, Judge Backman issued a 

written sentencing Order, imposing the death penalty on Appellant 

for the murder of Diane Matlawski. R,2021-2034. The Court also 

sentenced Appellant to life imprisonment for the murder of Nancy 

Cole, R,2014, with the minimummandatory of 25 years' imprisonment, 

to run consecutively to Count I. R,2015,2016. The Court further 

sentenced Appellant to life imprisonment for armed robbery as a 

habitual violent felany offender, with a mandatory minimum 15 years 



in prison, to run consecutive to the other counts. R,217-219. 

This was a departure sentence from a recommended range of 17-22 

years on Count 111, supported by stated reasons of the two capital 

convictions and Appellant's status as a llviolent habitual 

offender" I. R I 2020. 

Appellant timely filed a Notice of Appeal from these 

convictions and sentences. R,2050. 

STATEMmT OF THE F A C U  

On August 18, 1992, Appellant filed a Motion to Suppress 

Confession, Admissions and Statements. R,1805-1807. Appellant 

specifically sought exclusion of a statement he gave to Broward 

deputy sheriffs on July 11, 1990, as a violation of his Fifth and 

Sixth Amendment rights and further challenged its "free and 

voluntary1' nature. R,1806. 

On September 25, 1992, the Court held a suppression hearing. 

R,133-183. The evidence showed that Detective Dominick Gucciardo 

and then-Sergeant John Auer went to the jail at the South Florida 

Reception Center in Miami to interview Appellant on July 11, 1990. 

R,136,153-154. The interview was conducted in an office at the 

jail. R,137. The officers knew Appellant was already in custody, 

on escape charges unrelated to their murder investigation. 

R,138,144-145,169; A,2. Gucciardo testified he orally advised 

Appellant of hi5 Miranda rights. R,138,139,154. Gucc i ardo 

acknowledged that Appellant stated he did understand when 



Gucciardo advised, as part of Miranda warnings, that Appellant had 

the right to stop questioning at any time and speak to an attorney, 

if he decided to begin to answer questions without one. R,140. 

After Mirand a advisements were given, Appellant said nothing until 

Gucciardo told him that Appellant's brother, Michael Pangburn, had 

given a statement to police implicating Appellant in the murders of 

Diane Matlawski and Nancy Cole. R,140,141,150,151,155. Despite 

the fact that the interview with Appellant lasted at l eas t  15 

minutes, R,161, and the police were at the jail for 35 minutes, 

R,137,143, no attempt was made to ask for or obtain Appellant's 

signature on the rights waiver form Gucciardo had. 

R,144,148,149,151,161. Furthermare, despite having a tape recorder 

with them, the police did not tape any part of the interview or 

Appellant's statement. R,143. 

When told of his brother's accusations, Appellant sighed, 

lowered his head, stared beyond the officers, covered his face, and 

gave a statement. R,141,155,156. Appellant stated, among other 

things, that "1 know what we were doing was wrong but he is my 

brother!!, that it was Michael's idea to kill the victims *!for the 

car"; that Michael "should have kept his mouth shut", and that Itif 

I tell you guys everything I'll be putting him and me in the 

electric chair for sure". R,141. Appellant made no further 

statement, R,142, and the jury learned he never admitted he lltook 

part!! in the murders. R,424,751. The Court took the issue under 

advisement, R,183, and later issued a form Order summarily denying 

Appellant's Motion. R,1831. Appellant renewed his Motion at 

P 



trial. R,370. 

At trial, Elizabeth Hollenbaugh, Nancy Cole's mother, 

testified that her daughter was an tfacquaintancelw of Diane 

Matlawski. R,272. Hollenbaugh believed and had heard that 

Matlawski was "bad newsf1, and did not like the friendship because 

Matlawski was "doing drugs" and would buy drugs. R,275,276. She 

further testified that Cole was living with a fiance who was 

involved with drugs. R,275. Evidence showed Matlawski spent 3 

years in prison for drug trafficking and Cole had an arrest for 

delivery of marijuana. R,410. 

The bodies of Ms. Matlawski and Ms. Cole were found on 

November 20, 1989 by a security guard, at the 63 mile marker of 

Alligator Alley, in the Everglades area. R,289,290. The bodies 

were under blankets, in the grass about 20 feet apart by a chain- 

link fence that bordered the road. R,290,298. The location was 

about 15 miles west of the east toll booth on Alligator Alley, 

bordering a 7 5  mile stretch from east to west. R.297. State's 

Exhibits #6 and 7 ,  depicting the victims as they were found at the 

scene, were admitted among other photos. R,299,301. There was 

police testimony conceding that one person could have left the 

victims there, and that Michael Pangburn was strong enough to lift 

Ms. Matlawski over the side of the road. R,317,318. Michael 

Crosse identified Michael Pangburn as having been with Diane 

Matlawski at a Ft. Lauderdale apartment on the afternoon of 

November 19, 1989. R,335-339. 

On November 28, 1989, Ms. Matlawski's red 1986 Pontiac Trans- 



Am was recovered from the Carriage Crossing Apartments, Pompano 

Beach, Florida. R,309. There was no physical evidence linking 

Appellant to this car, or the victims' bodies. R,413,561,562,608- 

610. A fingerprint matching Michael Pangburn was recovered from a 

newspaper bag found inside the car. R,397,610. Michael Blair, a 

resident at these apartments, identified Michael Pangburn as the 

individual he saw drive red Camaro1I away from the apartment 

complex one early morning. R,427,430-433. His wife, Linda Blair 

noticed red Firebird" sometime in November, 1989 and picked out 

Appellant from a photo line-up as the man she saw wash the car. 

R,438-442. Mrs. Blair admitted in court that Appellant's height, 

hair color and hair style were much different than her prior 

description. R,443-444. Furthermore, Mrs. Blair saw this person 

previously without a shirt, yet never described any tatoos or 

abdominal scars, which Appellant revealed in court by removing his 

shirt with leave of Court. R,444-446. Mrs. Blair admitted 

Appellant's scars and tatoos were *lsignificanttt. R, 446. Detective 

Wiley later testified that Raphael and Susan Quilles, identified 

Michael Pangburn from a photo line-up as being at the apartment 

complex, not Appellant. R,518. Rita Flint, a nurse at North 

Broward Medical Center, testified that Michael Pangburn was 

admitted to the hospital at 12:33 P.M. on November 20, 1989, while 

she was on duty there. R,475,477-478. Michael had a diamond 

tennis and ruby bracelet on, R,480, which had previously been 

identified as belonging to Diane Matlawski. Flint told Michael to 

have these bracelets taken home for  security reasons, and saw them 



on Appellant's hand after she made this statement. R,493. 

Appellant's counsel objected to the admission of several 

photos, as being overly gruesome and prejudicial beyond any 

probative value. R,538-541,765-767. Appellant described some of 

the depictions in the photo, including a Vipped open skullv1 of 

Matlawski, R,765, decomposition of the face of Ms. Cole, R,765, and 

af Matlawski's "brain peeking through the skull". R,767. The 

Court found these photos to be relevant as probative, R,542, and of 

assistance to the medical examiner in his testimony. 

R,766,767,779, and admitted them. R,542,779. 

Michael Pangburn's two taped statements given to police on 

July 11, 1990 were admitted without defense objections, S.R.,506- 

523;527-533. A video tape deposition of Alfred LeBlanc, S.R.,537- 

620, who was living with Michael Pangburn in a house owned by Scott 

Palmer, Michael's gay lover, R,697, was admitted into evidence as 

a court exhibit, R,768. The video tape was done on October 11, 

1991, with defense and State counsel present, based on LeBlanc's 

terminal cancer. R,1579-1581. LeBlanc admitted to being on 

painkillers every four hours, R,579, and to drinking a Itlot of 

alcohol" in November, 1989 because of personal problems. R, 581. 

Further references to LeBlanc's videotape testimony will be made in 

the Argument part of this Brief. 

Scott Palmer testified that when he went to his house where 

michael Pangburn lived on November 20, 1989, Appellant was there, 

and looked like he Ithad been and was still partying". R,704. 

Appellant acknowledged there had been a party the night before. 



R,705. Appellant said nothing to Palmer about being involved in 

murders. R,719. Palmer testified that Michael Pangburn confided 

to him that Michael was the one who committed the murders. Rt721. 

Dr. Ronald Wright did the autopsy of the victims. R,771. 

Wright estimated the time of death within a range of 11:OO P.M. on 

November 19 to 1:00 A.M. on November 20, 1989. R,774,777,815. The 

medical examiner testified that Diane Matlawski had three 

lacerations to the back of her skull and a laceration behind the 

right ear, among other injuries. R,782. Matlawski had five skull 

fractures. R,786. The head blows were consistent to Wright with 

being done by a club, flashlight or baseball bat. R,783-784. 

Wright stated that either the head injuries or neck injuries would 

have caused death. R,786,787. Wright addedthat the neck ligature 

on Ms. Matlawski was not applied continuously. R,788. Dr. Wright 

admitted that the blows to her head would I1rnaybett have rendered 

Matlawski unconscious. R,789. He conceded that strangulation 

lteventuallyll causes a loss of unconsciousness, and that if she did 

not struggle, Matlawski would not have lost consciousness for  one 

or two minutes. R,791. Wright faund no defensive wounds on 

Matlawski, which he regarded as wlunusualll. R, 792. Wright 

testified that Matlawski had a blood alcohol level of .08, R,794, 

and a small level of cocaine llconsistent with recreational use1# in 

her system. R,794. Wright further admitted that it was possible 

that one person could have killed Ms. Matlawski and Ms. Cole. 

R,811;813. The medical examiner conceded that the lack of scrape 

marks on Matlawski's body w a s  consistent with dragging the body or 



carrying the body as wrapped in a blanket or sleeping bag. 

R,809,810. 

Appellant's Motion far Judgment of Acquittal, R,824-826,971- 

972, was denied by Judge Backman, R,828,972. 

Thereafter, John Bates testified he loaned Appellant his red 

1988 Camaro at least five to ten times. R,831,832,834,835. Carter 

described his car as the llChevy equivalent" of a Pontiac Firebird. 

R,831. 

John Carter testified that he was an inmate and trustee at the 

Broward County Jail in November, 1989, when Michael Pangburn was 

arrested for the murders. R,845. Carter related that Michael told 

h i m  on or about July 12, or 13, 1990, that Appellant had "nothing 

to dog1 with the Matlawski/Cole murders, that Michael had lied 

because of police harassment, and that he planned to llstraighten 

out11 the situation '*laterti. R,846,847. 

Michael Pangburn testified for the defense. R,856-968. He 

confirmed telling John Carter that he did the murders and that 

Appellant had no involvement, and stated he had also said this to 

another inmate, R,870-872, as well as two other people. R,881. 

Among other things, Appellant's brother reiterated Appellant was 

not involved in the murders, and that Michael was responsible for 

the murders and the robbery. R,882-906,968. Michael stated that 

he met Matlawski at a bottle club the night of the murders, and 

smoked cocaine and "got high" with her. R,883-886. Michael 

testified that Matlawski called him names and insulted him and that 

he beat her with a baseball bat and strangled her because **she just 



screwed up my high". R, 886 , 887. Michael acknowledged hitting 

Matlawski in the head, including the side of the head, three to 

four times. R,927-930. Michael said Appellant was not there when 

he killed Matlawski, that he alone killed and disposed of Matlawski 

and Cole and that Appellant did not drive the car, participate in 

any robbery or know where the jewelry or car came from. R,888,890- 

894,898,900,901. Michael testified the murders happened '#so 

quick", that the killings were done out of llangerll and were 

I8sloppyI1 because of *'drugst1. R, 904,905 

During deliberations, the jury first asked for *'all photosv1, 

which were sent back to them. R,1158,1161,1900. The jury asked 

for llDavid's statement to police", then asked for this a second 

time when no response was initially given. R,1158,1900. 

Prior to the penalty phase, defense counsel moved to exclude 

any evidence or argument relating to victim impact. R,1201. The 

Circuit Court denied this motion without prejudice, indicting that 

if the State argued victim impact beyond the facts and circumstance 

of the case,the Court would hear the motion at such time. R,1203. 

The Court agreed to instruct an the aggravating circumstance of 

"heinous, atrocious or cruelt1, over defense objections. R, 1221. 

The defense clearly waived any reliance on the mitigating 

circumstance of lack of prior significant criminal history. 

R, 1226. 

Prior to the penalty phase testimony, defense counsel moved in 
limine to exclude any reference to his prior burglaries, based on 

his waiver of mitigation of no significant prior crimes. R,1260- 



1262. The Court ruled that Appellant could be asked the basic 

impeachment question by the State about the number of times he had 

been convicted of a felony. R,1286-1288. The State and judge 

indicated that Appellant's testimony placed his character at issue, 

and could be impeached under 590.610, m . S t a t .  in the same way as 

any witness at a trial. R,1286-1288. On cross-examination of 

Appellant atsentencing, the first question asked revealedthe fact 

of Appellant's 9 prior felony convictions for the jury. R,1287. 

Judge Backman denied all defense special requested jury 

instructions. R,1274-1281;1943-1953; including those on the 

tlheinous, atrocious or cruelvt factor, R, 1960, an instruction on 

separate consideration of ttmultiple murderstt, R, 1953, and an 

instruction that the fact of conviction of first-degree murder was 

not itself a reason to recommend the death penalty. R,1956. 

The State presented documentary evidence of an August 25, 1980 

conviction for robbery as aggravation under §921.141(5)(b) 

Fla. Stat (1992) (Itprior violent felony"). R,1291-1296. Officer 

Falktestified about the circumstances of the felony. R,1297-1302. 

The defense objected to any hearsay information from the officer, 

based on what other people told ar reported to him. R,1298. The 

defense further objected that he could not challenge the accuracy 

of such information through the officer. R,1299,1300. Even though 

the Court told the prosecution to limit testimony to the officer's 

knowledge, R,1299, Officer Falk testified that Appellant snatched 

the elderly victim's purse, knocked her down so that she required 

hospitalization, was chased by bystanders and took out a knife when 



cornered by them, and was apprehended after jumping in a canal. 

R,1298-1300. 

Sherry Downing testified that Appellant was a loving father, 

good husband and faithful and caring friend. R,1305. Downing 

stated Appellant helped her with a lot of her problems, even from 

jail. R,1306,1307-1308. Kevin Chermark, his 15 year old stepson, 

testified that Appellant had "been like a real father" to him and 

his yaunger sister. R,1310-1311. Chermark described Appellant as 

a "great dadt1, a loving husband who did not fight with his mother, 

and a hard-working man wha worked two jobs to support his family. 

R,1371,1372. 

Appellant's father, Charles Pangburn testified -that 

Appellant's mother kidnapped Appellant and his brother from the 

father's custody in Illinois, and took them to New York. R,1314. 

Pangburn described Appellant's mother as a prostitute, and an 

abuser of drugs and alcohol, and that this lead to his filing for 

divorce. R,1315. Pangburn was told by Appellant, Michael Pangburn 

and their mother that the boys' stepfather, Mike Russo was I'pretty 

abusive" towards them. R,1317,1318. 

Dr. Trudy Block-Garfield testified as an expert psychologist, 

based on her interview with Appellant and his father, test results 

and examination of records. R,1324,1325. Garfield stated that 

based on psychological survey results, Appellant suffered from drug 

abuse, an unsettled and abusive love life, and held *la great deal 

of hostility and resentmentq1. R, 1327. She learned that 

Appellant's parents divorced when he was 3, and his mother took him 



to New York. R,1328. Appellant's mother was a prostitute, and had 

some drug abuse problems when Appellant was a boy. R,1328. 

Appellant recounted substantial and severe physical and emotional 

abuse of Appellant by his stepfather, including name calling and 

physical beatings. R,1328,1329,1331,1332. Garfield also learned 

Appellant began taking marijuana and alcohol when 12 years old, and 

was a llfrequentlt and I1heavyt1 user by age 17 or 18, when he took 

downers, PCP and quaaludes. R,1331. 

Appellant painfully recalled to her the humiliation of being 

ashamed of bruises from his stepfather's physical abuse. R,1328- 

1329. Appellant was a chronic runaway. R,1329. Garfield 

concluded that Appellant appeared to have adjusted in jail and 

would be likely to function well within the structured jail 

environment. R,l334,1335. Garfield described Appellant as a Wery 

angry young man**. R, 1340. Garfield also related that Appellant and 

his brother had been placed in separate foster care, even though 

only 15 months apart in age. R,1338-1339. The psychologist 

concluded that Appellant could not have grown up any differently, 

given this abusive background and that he *Ididn't have a chance at 

all*' in light of this environment. R, 1335. Sheila Cutter 

testified that Appellant had been a trustee at the county jail and 

could be trusted within the jail. R,1345-1346. 

Appellant also testified at his sentencing hearing. R,1351- 

1435. He confirmed the abusive nature of his upbringing and 

background described by Dr. Garfield. R,1352-1359;1370-1399. 

Among these descriptions, Appellant related substantial physical 



I 

abuse of the family by his stepfather. R,1357- 

1359,1372,1375,1376,1379. Appellant suffered from depression, and 

would Itwet myself1* when he knew a beating was llcomingll. R,1383. 

David spoke of his mom being a prostitute, with drug and alcohol 

problems that made Appellant take her into his Florida home, then 

required him to kick her out because of her drug abuse and 

**lifestylet1. R,1354,1388,1389,1394,1399. Other references to 

Appellant's testimony appear in Points XVI and XVII. 

In his instructions, Judge Backman did not advise the jury to 

independently and separately consider and make separate 

recommendations of penalty for each murder victim. R, 1451- 

1460;1973-1979. The jury's recommendation was for death by a 7-5 

vote. The jury was not given and did not return 

separate advisory verdict forms for each of the two victims. 

R,1981. This was not noted until about a month after the advisory 

verdict had been rendered. R, 1480 A I1stipulation*I was entered 

and approved by the Court that the jury's advisory sentence would 

be regarded as a death recommendation on the Matlawski murder, and 

life on the Cole homicide. R,1492-1494;1500-1501;2021. Prior to 

sentencing on March 31, 1993, R,2021-2034, Appellant wrote a letter 

to Judge Backman, A,1, asking for a new penalty phase proceeding 

and jury. This request was denied. R,2022. 

R,1470-1471,1980. 

Following the jury's recommendation, Judge Backman sentenced 

Appellant to death for the Matlawski homicide. R,2021-2034. In 

his written sentencing Order, Judge Backman found the existence of 

aggravating factors that 1) Appellant was "under sentence of 



imprisonmentv1 when the murder occurred, §921.141(5)(a) Fla.State. 

(1992), R,2023; 2) Appellant had committed a prior violent felony, 

the 1980 robbery, §921.141(5)(b), R,2023; 3 )  the murder was 

committed "while defendant was in the commission of, or attempt to 

commit, or escape from robbery with a deadly weapon, 

§921.141(5)(d), R,2023-2024; and 4 )  the crime was I1especialLy 

heinous, atrocious or cruelt1, §921.141(5)(h), R,2024;2025. 

The Circuit Court rejected all statutory mitigating 

circumstances. R,2025-2027. Judge Backman found 10 substantial 

non-statutory mitigating circumstance categories to exist: 1) 

Appellant had suffered llmental, physical and emotional abuse" to 

which the Judge gave "great weight"; R,2028; 2) that Appellant's 

"formative yearst1 were spent in a verbally and physically abusive 

environment, with a stepfather who had alcohol and drug problems 

(**some weight"), R,2029; 3 )  Appellant had no positive male role 

model in life and had no oppartunity for a relationship with his 

father, (llsome weight"), R,2029; 4) Appellant was a goad parent, 

husband and family man (ftsome weight"), R,2028; 5) Appellant had 

been a trustee in the prison setting, had attended programs for 

drug and alcohol abuse (NA & AA) and could function and be treated 

in a structured prison setting, ("same weight"), R,2030; 6) 

Appellant was not properly nurtured by his mother who had drug and 

alcohol problems as well as criminal difficulties and "run-ins with 

the lawt1, (llsome weight"), R,2030); 7) Appellant had a five year 

old daughter who needed his love and encouragement ( llsome weight"), 

8 )  Appellant had a good work record, working 2 jobs to take care 



of his wife and two step-children (!'little weight"), 9 )  Appellant 

had shown 'lconcern for otherst1 and helped neighbors with carpentry 

work for free ("little weight"), R,2028; and that 10) Appellant's 

trial behavior was "excellentf1 ( Itlittle weight1'), R, 2030. 

Other facts will be referred to in the relevant Argument 

portions of this Brief. 

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

The Circuit Court committed clear error in admitting 

Appellant's pre-trial statement made to Broward County police an 

July 12, 1990. The statement violated Appellant's rights , 
when in the face of silence from Appellant, the police informed him 

that his brother had given statements implicating Appellant i n  the 

murders of Diane Matlawski and Nancy Cole. The police violated 

Appellant's Sixth Amendment rights by failing to investigate 

whether or not Appellant had invoked and/or maintained his rights 

to counsel on the unrelated escape charges, which the police knew 

of when they questioned Appellant. The statement was also 

inadmissible as coerced, and not the product of appellant's 

voluntary and free will. The admission of this statement, in light 

of some of the devastating nature of its content and the jury's 

request to see the statement twice during deliberations, was not 

harmless error. 

There was insufficient circumstantial evidence to support 

Appellant's armed robbery conviction. There was considerable 

evidence that Ms. Matlawski was not aware or conscious of her 

UL 



jewelry and car being stolen. There was no evidence anyone took 

these items by force or fear. There was no evidence beyond a 

reasonable doubt that Appellant had intent to steal these items. 

The testimony demonstrated Appellant did not even hold the jewelry, 

except for security for his brother upon the advice of a nurse when 

Appellant's brother was hospitalized the day after the murders. 

Since there were considerable circumstances consistent with 

reasonable hypotheses of innocence, this conviction cannot be 

sustained. 

There was insufficient proof that Appellant committed 

premeditated first-degree murder of Ms. Matlawski. The evidence 

was equally consistent with the murder resulting from a sudden, 

anger, frenzied confrontation between Michael Pangburn and the 

victim, after smoking cocaine and after the victim insulted and 

yelled at Appellant's brother. The evidence further failed to 

establish felony-murder, since there was insufficient evidence to 

demonstrate that Appellant forcibly took Matlawski's car or jewelry 

by force or fear, and had this intention at the time of the murder. 

There was also insufficient evidence that the murder was committed 

to further an intention to rob, or that the robbery had any Ilcausal 

connectionlI to the murders. The evidence failed to conclusively 

establish Appellant assisted his brother in robbing Matlawski, with 

such an intention to rob prior to or at the time of the homicide. 

The State's closing argument at the guilt phase violated 

Appellant's rights to fair trial by vouching for the credibility of 

police witnesses, misstating evidence that had crucial impact on 



Appellant's defense and commenting on Appellant's post-M iranda 

silence in the face of police interrogation. These comments were 

not harmless, in light of the circumstantial nature of the case, 

their impact on jury evaluation of the key defense witness and the 

inference of guilt from Appellant's silence in response to 

interrogation. 

The Circuit Court abused its discretion in admitting gruesome 

photos of the victims' head and faces that were SO shocking that 

the visual images outweighed any value in assisting the medical 

examiner in his testimony. This admission was not harmless error, 

particularly because the jury requested them during deliberations, 

the defense did not dispute the possible explanations for cause of 

death and the photos themselves were highly inflammatory. 

Appellant did not receive a fair or rational sentence or 

sentencing proceedings, when the jury was not instructed to 

consider separate recommendations of penalty as to each of the two 

victims, and did not receive or return separate verdict forms or 

advisory sentences. This defect made the jury's consideration and 

recommendation of the death penalty an arbitrary and capricious 

one, and impermissibly allowed the jury to consider multiple 

murders in an unguided manner as non-statutory aggravating 

circumstances. Without such distinctions between counts, there was 

no individualized consideration of each crime, in violation of 

Appellant's Eighth Amendment and due process rights. The jury was 

thus given unlimited discretion in deciding to recommend death. 

Appellant's consent to the defective recommendation was not a valid 



waiver, since it was not in writing, and appellant was not 

adequately advised of the nature and consequences of waiving a 

penalty phase jury proceeding. Furthermore, Appellant's pre- 

sentencing letter amounted to either conflicting evidence as to 

waiver or a legitimate request to withdraw his prior consent that 

shauld have been granted. 

The Circuit Court erred in permitting the State to elicit 

testimony at sentencing that Appellant had 9 prior felony 

convictions, when Appellant expressly waived reliance on statutory 

mitigation of no significant prior criminal history. This was a 

violation of the rule in Maqqard v. State, 399 Sa.2d 973 (Fla. 

1981), and was not made admissible by any defense testimony'that 

#'opened the doorl1 ta exploring a basis for opinion about 

Appellant's character. 

There was insufficient evidence ta support a valid finding of 

the aggravating circumstance that Ms. Matlawski's murder occurred 

during the commission of a felony. The testimony did not establish 

that Matlawski was killed to obtain her car or jewelry. 

Furthermore, the evidence showed considerable doubt that these 

items were taken by Appellant, or that the taking of property was 

a primary motive rather than mere afterthought. 

The trial court abused discretion in denying a defensive 

requested jury instruction that would have informed the jury that 

the murder conviction alone did not per se support imposing the 

death penalty. This instruction went beyond the standard 

instruction given, which did not distinguish between the felony- 



murder conviction and aggravating circumstance. The defense 

instruction was a correct statement of law, and the standard 

instruction failed to prevent the jury from basing a death 

recommendation on the fact of a murder and/or murder and underlying 

felony conviction. 

The felony murder aggravating circumstance and corresponding 

jury instruction were Unconstitutional on their face and as 

applied. Because this aggravator and instruction made no 

distinction between Appellant and any other individual convicted of 

felony-murder or murder and a felony, the factor and instruction 

failed to narrow the eligible class for the death penalty, and put 

him in that class merely because of the convictions themselves. 

The factor and instruction required no more proof than this, which 

was particularly harmful when there was insufficient evidence that 

robbery was the primary motive for the murder of Ms. Matlawski. 

There was insufficient evidence to support a valid finding 

that the murder was ltheinaus, atrocious or crueltt beyond a 

reasonable doubt. There were no additional acts that set the 

murder of Matlawski apart from the twnorm*t of capital felonies. The 

evidence was consistent with a lack af awareness or foreknowledge 

of death by Matlawski. 

The Court abused discretion in denying Appellant's requested 

jury instruction on the "heinous, atrocious and crueltt aggravator. 

The requested instruction would have allowed the jury to consider 

whether the victim was aware or conscious of impending death, 

consistent with this Court's application of law to this factor, 



where the standard instruction did not permit affirmative 

consideration of this fact. The denial of this instruction 

seriously and substantially impaired Appellant's ability to defend 

against imposition of the death penalty. 

The standard jury instruction on the wwheinous, atrocious and 

cruelw1 aggravator was Unconstitutionally vague. It failed ta 

adequately channel the jury's discretion by failing to define 

qvconsciencelessww, wwpitilessww and wlunnecessarily torturous1w. The 

instruction did not inform the jury to consider the factual issue 

of the victim's knowledge and awareness of the impending end of 

life in determining the existence or non-existence of this 

aggravating circumstance. This error was not harmless, in light of 

substantial mitigation and the 7-5 advisory vote. 

The evidence elicited in support of Appellant's "prior violent 

felony" was substantially hearsay, irrelevant and violated 

Appellant's right to fairly confront evidence against him at 

sentencing. The prejudicial impact, particularly of Appellant's 

display of a knife and the physical injuries to the victim went 

well beyand what was necessary OX: probative proof of this 

aggravating circumstance. 

The reception of victim impact evidence unequivocally 

contained characterization and opinions of the crime and Appellant 

and violated Appellant's rights to a fair sentencing proceeding. 

This evidence permitted consideration of non-statutory aggravating 

circumstances, and was reversible error warranting a new sentence. 

The imposition of the death penalty for  the Matlawski murder 



was disproportionate and should be reduced to life imprisonment. 

The totality of circumstances demonstrated substantial findings of 

mitigation including mental, physical and emotional abuse; a very 

harsh upbringing featuring lack of contact with Appellant's father, 

neglect by his mother, substantial upheaval, placement in foster 

care that all resulted in Appellant often running away from home; 

personal drug and alcohol problems, including consumption beginning 

at age 12; the ability to function in a structured prison 

environment; and his status as a loving and caring father, husband 

and friend. When compared with relatively weak and/or invalid 

aggravating circumstances, this mitigation warrants reduction of 

Appellant's death sentence. Further mitigation was shown by a life 

sentence for Michael Pangburn, who was at least as involved if not 

more responsible for victim Matlawski's death. 

The Circuit Court erred in determining that the aggravating 

circumstances outweighed the mitigating evidence and findings. The 

Court's weighing process was not supported by sufficient competent 

evidence, since the facts of this case were not extreme in 

aggravation and non-existent in mitigation. 

J. CIRC UIT COURT COMMITTED CLEAR ERROR AND 
ABUSED DI SCRETION IN DENYIN G APPELLANT'S 
MOTION TO SUWJWS JULY 11. 1990 STATEMENT TO 
POLICE, W E  N I  EV U N C E  AT SUPPRESS1 ON HEARING 

TION OF APPELTI ANT'S FIFTH 
GHTS UNDER MIRA NDA AND THAT 

A Y 

Appellant challenged the admission of this statement as a 

violation of his Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights and as 
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involuntary in nature. R,1805. Appellant knows this Court will 

regard the Circuit Court's ruling on his Motion to Suppress his 

statement to police while in custody on July 11, 1990 as 

presumptively correct, and that he must show clear error on the 

issue of voluntariness. e.g., Bonifav v. Stat.e , 626 So.2d 1310, 

1312 (Fla. 1993). The testimony by police at the suppression 

hearing demonstratedthat the statement was inadmissible on each of 

these grounds, overcoming this presumption. 

Detective Gucciardo's testimony at the suppression hearing 

convincingly established that the police obtained Appellant's 

statement in violation of ]Mir& v. Arizona, 384  U.S. 436, 86 

S.Ct. 1602, 1612, 16 L.Ed.2d 694 (1966). His testimony reads in 

relevant part, on cross-examination: 

GUCCIAFtDO:...When I initially contacted him, 
what we discussed w a u  i s  brother's statement, 

im, Mr. David 
he 

m y  that he m g u a t e d  h 
Pangburn, as D art o f being invowd in t 
double murd er I 

MR. SOLOMON: Okay. End he d idn't make a 
-nt until you a d  h im that? 

A: No. 
Q: Do you think me f act that vou tald 

other had made a s- 
inmlicatinu him gave him--yas the catalvst o r 

Okay. 

to aet. him t.0 talk to YOU? 

A: That mav be p o s s u  , but I had to tell 
him what my intent purpose was, to interview 
him. 

d vou sax 'd that to him in theaforts to 
t to vou? 

Q: An 
bave him make a statemen 
A: I said that to him to inform him as to 
what we were doing there. 

e him-- 
e o f w  t ' r 

Q: Okay. as to mak 
A: awar ha his b akher 



Q: With the h o w  that he would answer and 
aive VQU a s tatement. 

A: With th e hoDe of him co o D er atina and 
t e l l  ina me what transr, ired. 

Q: Okay. And th en that wa s after he was 
pirandized? 
A: That was after he was M irandized. v es. 
Q: Not before? 
A: I&. 

R, 150-151. (e.a.). 

This account was confirmed by direct testimony from then- 

Lieutenant J i m  Auer: 

STATE: Tell us what happened. Tell us about 
the conversation. 

Auer: Detective Gucciardo, af ter Miranda, 
spoke to Mr. Pangburn about the fac t that h& 
brother was under a rresc by the Broward 
Sheriff's Office and had q iven a confession or 
given information implicating himself as well 
as David in the murder of Nancy Cole and Diane 
Matlawski. 

He, Detective Gucciarda, gave minor 
details as to what he knew.. .knew about the 
car and knew about the chronology that led up 
to the killings. And th en the f a  ct that 
Michael had aiven a statement to dete ctives 
rea -ardins the mur der . 
Q: At th at Doint was th ere any re sponse bv . . .? 

itiallv, no...At a point Lows rd the end 
Gucciardo SD eakinq, ... he just 

A: In 
of Detective 
stopped the stare ... I felt a t h a t  ' that 
he was ready to, what we call, cleanse himself 
or give details about the case. ... and we figured that this was going to 
be relatively simple ... David tw c overed his 
face, he Dut his head down, cover ed his fa= 
and then went an ta m ake some comm ents.. . . 

R,155-156. (e.a.) 

As a basic premise of the protections under U a n d a  , S!zEa, 

and as a matter of both Federal and Florida Constitutional law, 
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Art. I, 59, Fla.Const. (1980), interrogation of a suspect must end 

if the suspect "...in any manner, at any time prior to or during 

questioning1I indicates he wants to remain silent. fliranda, 86 

S.Ct., at 1612; Travlor v. State, 596 So.2d 957, 966 (Fla. 1992); 

State v. Brow n, 592 So.2d 308 (Fla. 3rd DCA 1991); Smith v. State, 

492 So.2d 1063, 1066 (Fla. 1986). Such interrogation significantly 

includes any *Iwords or actions on the part of the police.. .that the 

police should know are reasonably likelyto elicit an incriminating 

response from the suspectw1. Rhode Island v . Innis, 446 U.S. 291, 
301, 100 S.Ct. 1682, 1689-1690, 64 L.Ed.2d 297 (1980); Brwq, 592 

So.2d, at 3 0 9 ;  Jones v. State, 497 So.2d 1268, 1270 (Fla. 3rd DCA 

1986); Tiemev v. State, 404 So.2nd 206 (Fla. 2nd DCA 1981). 

Both officers' testimony demonstrated that after Miranda, 

Appellant said not hinq until Gucciardo informed him that he had 

been fingered as a participant in the murders by his brother. 

R,150,155. Appellant clearly invoked his right to remain silent 

until that time prohibiting any further interrogation. u. Even 
assuming arsuendQ his silence was at least an equivocal invocation 

of this right, Jacobs v. S inuletarv, 952 F.2d 1282, 1292, 1293 

(11th Cir. 1992), any further interrogation was limited to 

clarification of Appellant's invoking of his rights. Innis; 

Jacobs, su~ra. Telling Appellant that h i s  brother had implicated 

him in murder w a s  absolutely calculated, let alone wvreasonably 

likely" to get Appellant to make an incriminating statement. 

R,150; Jnnis; Tierney, suma. 

In Tiernev, sum@, as here, the defendant invoked his right to 



silence, until police then told him what a co-defendant had said 

about the crime. Tiernev, at 208. The Court further observed that 

from the suspect's perspective, Innis, a suspect faced with police 

believing he is guilty might think he had nothing to lose by 

talking or fear that not talking would be seen as admitting guilt. 

Tiernev , at 2 0 8 ,  auot inq Toliver v. Gathwrisht, 501 F.Supp. 148, 

153 (Ed. Va. 1986). The same ruling should be made here, since 

Appellant made no statement until canfronted with Gucciardo's 

rendition of Michael Pangburn's exculpatory statement about 

Appellant's involvement. 

It is apparent that Gucciardo's statements were intended to 

and did produce Appellant's incriminating response. mnis; 

Tiernev; Jones, 497 So.2d at 1270 (statement inadmissible under 

Jnni s  when suspect invoked right to silence, spoke to mother on 

phone and officer picked up phone and informed suspect and his 

mother abaut t h e  charges and evidence against the suspect, followed 

by defendant's statement); Brawn, 592 So.2d, at 308-309 (statement 

inadmissible under a when defendant invoked right to silence, 
and police told defendant he had been listed by the victim as a 

suspect and had been placed at the crime scene by witnesses, and 

defendant admitted involvement approximately 1 1/2 hours later). 

This violation of his Federal and Florida Constitutional 

protections against self-incrimination made Appellant's statement 

inadmissible. It was error to admit this evidence in violation of 

these guarantees. u. 
Detective Gucciardo further admitted that before questioning 



Appellant on July 11, 1990, he knew Appellant was in custody for an 

charge. R,138,145. In fact, Appellant was being held 

at the South Florida Reception Center jail, under DOC custody for 

the charge of escape. R,169; A,2. Despite this knowledge, the 

police never checked to see or insure whether or not Appellant had 

been appointed counsel or was represented by counsel on the escape 

charge as of July 11, 1980. The police did not interview Appellant 

that day at Appellant's invitation or request. R,136-137,153,154. 

Under these circumstances, the police violated Appellant's Sixth 

Amendment right to counsel under Arizona v. R oberson, 486 U.S. 675, 

683-688, 108 S.Ct. 2693, - L.Ed. 2d - (1988). Under Robersoq, the 
police failed to meet a Constitutional obligation to check to see 

if Appellant had invoked his right to counsel or had counsel for  

the escape charge. R obersan , 486 U.S., Supra, at 687, 688.l 

The Record demonstrates Appellant's statement was not 

voluntary, but the result of coercion by police. Under B iranda and 

Innis, Gucciardo's rendition of Appellant's brother's statement to 

Appellant, who had said nothing before that, must be viewed as 

compelling Appellant's statement against his will. This police 

conduct was "calculated" t.0 make David Pangburn talk about the 

'It is unclear whether Appellant was represented by counsel on 
the escape charge as of July 11, 1990. A , 2 .  Under Florida law, it 
is reasonable to presume such counsel would have been appointed no 
later than at a first appearance, which clearly would have predated 
his statement of July 11. Rule 3.130(a); (c)(l), Fla.R.Crim.Pro, 
(1992). In any event, the Broward police had a constitutional 
obligation not to speak with Appellant until insuring whether or 
not Appellant's Sixth Amendment rights had been invoked. Robemon. 
This argument was adequately preserved by Appellant's suppression 
motion challenging the admission of the statement on Sixth 
Amendment grounds. R,1805. 



crime, when he otherwise had not done so to that point. 

Appellant's change in emotion and shift in body language, in direct 

response to hearing of his brother's accusation, R,141,156, 

underscores this conclusion. Brewer v. State, 386 So.2d 235-236 

(Fla. 1980) (statements are not voluntary if they are the product of 

I'undue influencett, or statements by those present that are 

"calculated to. * + exert improper and undue inf luencell , cruotinq 

Frazier v. State, 107 So.2d 16, 21 (Fla. 1958). Such a coerced 

statement, and the alleged waiver of rights by Appellant, should 

not have been regarded as voluntary. Colorado v. Connelly, 479 

U.S. 157, 107 S.Ct. 515, 522-523, 93 L.Ed.2d 473 (1986); Moran v. 

Burbine, 475 U.S. 412, 420, 106 S.Ct. 1135, 1141, 89 L.Ed.2d 410 

(1986); Brewer v. Williams, 430 U.S. 387, 404, 97 S.Ct. 1232, 1242, 

51 L.Ed.2d 424 (1977); Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458, 464, 58 

S.Ct. 1019, 1023, 82 L.Ed.2d 1461 (1938). 

AddiLional circumstances support a finding that: Appellant's 

statement was not  voluntary. Although Michael Pangburn's statement 

was taped, Appellant's statement was not, despite the presence of 

a tape recorder at Appellant's interview. R, 136-137, 143 I 

Appellant was never asked to sign a rights waiver form, despite the 

fact that the encounter and interview lasted at least 15 minutes, 

and the fact that such procedure was usually done by Gucciardo 

before taking statements from suspects. R,144,148,161. This 

circumstance is consistent with the decision to confront him with 

Michael's incriminating statement to get him to confess, susra, and 

wholly inconsistent with police testimony that Appellant left the 



room before there was a chance to obtain the written waiver. 

R,149,164. Additionally, Gucciardo admitted on direct testimony 

that in response to alleged Miranda advisements, Appellant said 

11 no 11 to whether he understood he had the right to stop questioning 

Itat any time and speak to an attorneyll. R,140. Gucciardo's 

testimony showed that no response or  attempt was made by police to 

further explain this aspect of waiver to Appellant, or to clarify 

whether Appellant fully understood this consequence of waiver. 

Under these circumstances, Appellant's statement was not  the 

product of non-coercive free will, and was further not made with 

full awareness of the nature of his rights or the consequences of 

waiver. Innis; Moran, 106 S.Ct., suwa, at 1141; Brewer, suma; 

Travlor, supra. Because it was practically possible to obtain a 

written waiver, the failure of police to ask for this violated 

Appellant's state Constitutional rights against self-incrimination. 

Travlor, 596 So.2d, at 966; Art. I, §9, suprs. 

These legal and factual errors cannot be viewed as harmless. 

Among other things, the statement informed the jury that his 

brother Ifshould have kept his mouth shut", and l 1 [ I 1 f  I tell you 

guys everything, I know I will be putting myself and my brother in 

the electric chair for sure1'. R,141. It is difficult to imagine 

more devastating phrases than these in a capital murder trial. The 

jury asked on two smarate occasions for this statement during 

deliberations, R,1158-1159,1900 (Question #2,3). It cannot be 

concluded there was no reasonable possibility the erroneous 

admission of this statement in a highly circumstantial death 



penalty murder trial did not affect the verdict and the penalty 

recommendation. DiGuilio, at 1135,1139. 

Appellant is entitled to a new trial, with the exclusion of 

his July 11, 1990 statement from consideration at guilt or penalty 

phase. 

I1 * THERE WAS INSUFFICIENT CIRCUMSTANTIAL 
EVIDENCE TO SUSTAIN APPELLANT'S CONVICTION FOR 
ROBBERY WITH DEADLY WEAPON, WHERE EVIDENCE DID 
NOT DEMONSTRATE APPELLANT STOLE OR INTENDED TO 
STEAL VICTIM'S JEWELRY OR CAR BY FORCE OR FEAR 
BEYOND REASONABLE DOUBT 

Appellant was charged with robbery with a deadly weapon, for 

allegedly stealing Diane Matlawski's jewelry and car by force on 

November 20, 1989. R,1570. This felony formed the basis for the 

State's theory of felony-murder, and was the underlying felony 

relied on by the State and Court for instruction on and imposition 

of the t'felony-murderll aggravating circumstance at sentencing. 

R,260,262,1014,1205-1206,1213,1455,1456,2023~ The State's case on 

robbery was entirely circumstantial. The prosecutor's theory was 

that Appellant and/or both Appellant and his brother took the 

jewelry and car, and Appellant was seen around the victim's Pontiac 

Trans-Am after the murders. R,827,260,262,1014. Since the Record 

definitely demonstrates the State's evidence did not exclude all 

reasonable hypotheses but guilt, State v. Law, 559 So.2d 187, 189 

(Fla. 1989), the Circuit: Court should have granted a directed 

verdict and this Court must vacate Appellant's convictions for 

murder and robbery, and his death sentence. 



Robbery is defined as the stealing of another person's 

property "when in the course of the taking there is the use of 

force, violence, assault or mttins in fearl. §812.13 (1) , 

Fla-Stat. (1992). The use of force or fear is the crucial element 

distinguishing robbery from other theft crimes. Jnhnson v. State, 

612 So.2d 689 (Fla. 1st DCA 1993) ; Harris v. State, 589 So.2d 1006, 

1007 (Fla. 4th DCA 1991); S.W. v. State, 513 So.2d 1088, 1090 (Fla. 

3rd DCA 1987). Under these circumstances, the victim must be aware 

of the taking of property at the time of the crime, for there to be 

a robbery. Harris, suara, (when victim not aware of robbery of 

jewelry prior to or at the time taken, and did not discover until 

following day, was not a taking by force and fear, and robbery 

conviction reversed); Walker v. State, 546 So.2d 1165, 1167 ( F l a .  

3rd DCA 1989) (robbery conviction reversed, when victim did not 

discover necklace gone until after the fact, and no force or fear 

by defendant occurred at time of taking); S.W,, 513 So.2d, s u ~ r a ,  

at 1092 (no robbery when defendant distracted 3 year old girl with 

game, took bracelet and necklace, and child did not realize until 

after taking done; even though crime was such that defendant 

Illiterally took candy from a baby", no robbery); comDare Santiago 

v. State, 497 So.2d 975,976 (Fla. 4th DCA 1986) (robbery affirmed 

when defendant reached into car , grabbed necklace from driver' s 

neck, and snatching left physical marks on victim). There must be 

evidence of intent to steal, prior to or at the time of the taking. 

Stevens v. State, 265 So.2d 540, 541 (Fla, 2nd DCA 1972). 

As to Matlawski's bracelets, there is no evidence that anyone 



took these items by force, violence or fear. Harris; S .  W. ; Walker * 

There was no evidence presented that the jewelry was taken by 

anyone, while Ms. Matlawski remained alive. It was entirely 

possible and reasonable that whoever took these items from Ms. 

Matlawski, did so at a time when she was either unconscious or 

dead. This lack of awareness is a reasonable hypothesis not 

contradicted by the State’s evidence, requiring vacating of the 

robbery conviction. Law, suxIra; Harris; S.W., Walker. 

Rita Flint, a nurse at North Broward Medical Center testified 

to seeing the bracelets on Michael Pangburn, more than 12 hours 

after the estimated time of death. R,475,477,774,777,815. No 

evidence established felonious taking of the jewelry before this, 

or that anyone other than Michael Pangburn possessed the bracelets 

between the murders and his admission to the hospital. It was 

further indicated that the only reason Appellant came to possess 

the bracelets in the hospital, was after Ms. Flint instructed 

Michael Pangburn to send the bracelets home for security reasons. 

R,493. Michael Pangburn said nothing to Rita Flint that implicated 

Appellant in the taking of the jewelry. R,491; State’s Exh. 17-25. 

No evidence or reasonable inference establishes that Appellant 

stole the jewelry, that he took it or helped take it while Diane 

Matlawski was conscious or alive, o f  that the taking was forcible 

or violent. Harris; Walker; S.W. If anything, the evidence shows 

Michael Pangburn took the jewelry on his own, without Appellant’s 

aid or assistance, and Appellant took the jewelry only to safeguard 

it for his brother, well after the death of the victim. Nothing 



suggests any statement or act revealing a prior connection or 

dealings between Appellant and Matlawski concerning jewelry, such 

that an inference of robbery can be drawn from surrounding 

circumstances. Stevens, supra; compare Atwater v. State, 626 

So.2d 1325, 1328 (Fla. 1993)(circumstantial evidence supported 

robbery conviction, when there was evidence defendant received 

money from victim on prior occasions, victim told friend on day of 

murder she feared defendant and would not give him any more money, 

and victim found with pants pockets turned out with pennies on 

floor). There simply was insufficient circumstantial evidence to 

support a robbery conviction relating to the bracelets. Harris; 

S.W.; see also Butts v. State, 620 So.2d 1071, 1072 (Fla. 2nd DCA 

1993); Jackson v. State, 436 So.2d 1085, 1086 Fla. 3rd DCA 1983); 

Perez v .  State, 3 9 0  So.2d 85 (Fla. 3rd DCA 1980); Pack v. State, 

381 So.2d 1199, 1200 (Fla. 2nd DCA 1980); Williams v.  State, 2 0 6  

So.2d 446, 448-449 (Fla. 4th DCA 1968). 

There was no evidence of statements by Appellant showing a 

plan, design or intent to steal Diane Matlawski’s car, at or prior 

to the taking. Harris; S.W. The State’s witnesses conceded no 

phvsical evidence linked anyone but Michael Pangburn to the car. 

R,397,584,608-610. The evidence does show that Matlawski’s car was 

used so le ly  to transport and dispose of the victims, with no 

evidence suggesting they were alive when placed in the car. 

R,892,895,904,905; SR, 516,517,530. Dr. Wright’s uncontradicted 

testimony established a range of 11 P.M. to 1 A.M. for the time of 

death, and that the victims were not killed where recovered by 



police. R,808,815. 

Michael Pangburn testified he transported the victim alone 

with no help from Appellant and no assistance by Appellant in 

cleaning the car afterwards, R,892,885,904,905, which was 

consistent with the physical evidence, suma. There is no other 

evidence about the car or the keys, physical or testimonial, prior 

to the evidence suggesting a motive to use the car beyond moving 

the dead victims from Michael Pangburn's residence to elsewhere. 

Michael Pangburn, not Appellant, had been seen before the 

murders with Diane Matlawski at the apartment Complex where the car 

was recovered. R,333-335,339,340. Michael testified to being the 

one who took it there, around Thanksgiving, 1989. R, 906 

According to Detective Wiley, two other people identified Michael, 

not Appellant, in proximity to the car. R,518, Michael Blair, 

another resident,of the complex, saw Michael Pangburn with the car, 

not: anyone else. R,430-433,435. Linda Blair was the only witness 

who claimed to see Appellant driving the car after the murder, 

R,440,442. Her photo identification of Appellant was impeached so 

substantially that Appellant did not match her prior description at 

all regarding height, hair color, style and length, and the 

presence of significant scars and tatoos Appellant showed to the 

jury that she had not described. R,444-446. Theresa Knowles never 

saw Appellant drive a red sports car after the murder, R,691. 

Other evidence established Appellant borrowed and drove a friend's 

red 1988 Camaro, described as the "Chevrolet version of a Pontiac 

Firebird", on at least 5-10 occasions. R, 831-832,834-835,906,907. 



Thus, the car and keys were not  shown to have been taken with 

Ms. Matlawski's awareness, or by forcible taking. Harr s;  Walker; 

S.W. The car was used for transport purposes, not with a prior 

intention to steal. Stevens; Perez, suX)fa; gackson, 436 So.2d, 

supra, at 1086 (robbery conviction reversed, I1principals1l theory, 

where even though victim followed getaway car, saw defendant get 

out, defendant fled scene, and spoils of robbery in car, no 

evidence that defendant knew of intent beforehand or had "prior 

intention to participate"). The evidence did not exclude these 

reasonable hypotheses, or that Appellant was not the person seen 

with the car afterwards or that he w a s  seen driving a car similar 

to but not belonging to the victim. Butts, 620 So.2d, suma ,  at 

1072-10073. As with the jewelry, there was no prior history 

between Appellant and Matlawski concerning her car that was 

suggestive of a motive to steal. Atwater, The evidence did not 

support conviction of Appellant as a principal, because it did not 

sufficiently establish Appellant aided or assisted a forcible 

taking of the car or a taking by instilling fear in the victim, 

with intention to participate in a robbery of the car. Jackson; 

Perez; Pack, susra; Williams, suDra; §777,011, Fla.Stat. (1982) 

The insufficiency of evidence mandates that the robbery 

conviction be set: aside. Id; Butts; Harris; S.W. It also requires 

the murder convictions be reversed, since the State clearly relied 

on this crime as the underlying felony in its felony-murder theory, 

and it is possible that both murder convictions may have been based 

on felony-murder. Johnson v.  Mississippi, 486  U.S. 578, 108 S.Ct. 



1981, 100 L.Ed.2d 575 (1988); Mills v. Marvland, 486 U.S. 367, 108 

S.Ct. 1860, 1866, 100 L.Ed.2d 384 (1989); suDra, Zant v. SteDhens, 

462 U.S. 862, 103 S.Ct. 2733, 2745, 77 L.Ed.2d 235 (1983); 

Strombers v. California, 283 U.S. 359, 51 S.Ct. 532, 535-536, 7 9  

L.Ed. 1117 (1931). The death sentence must be vacated, since the 

underlying felony for the felony-murder aggravator was the robbery 

conviction which cannot be sustained. Id. 
Additionally, the Circuit Court's impositioin of a consecutive 

jail sentence to those on Counts I and I1 was reversible error. 

Bavson v. State, 19 Fla.L.Weekly 2170 (Fla. 4th DCA, October 12, 

1994); Hale v. State, 630 So.2d 521, 524 (Fla. 1993); Daniels v. 

State, 595 So.2d 952, 954 (Fla. 1992). 

I11 + THERE WAS INSTJFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO 
SUPPORT CONVICTION FOR FIRST-DEGREE MUFtDER OF 
DIANE MATLAWSKI ON BASIS OF PREMEDITATION OR 
FELONY-MURDER, OR FOR MTJRDER OF NANCY COLE ON 
FELONY-MURDER BASIS 

Appellant's conviction on Count I of the Indictment was 

pursued by the State on circumstantial evidence of premeditation 

and felony-murder with armed robbery as the underlying felony. 

R,256-262;1010-1014. The Record shows that the death of Diane 

Matlawski, was just as consistent with being the result of an 

angry, sudden, "frenzyll-type homicide, as from premeditation. The 

evidence also is insufficient to sustain proof of armed robbery 

beyond a reasonable doubt or alternatively that there was any 

connection between the robbery and murder of Diane Matlawski to 

support a felony-murder conviction. 
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With a circumstantial case, the State clearly did not 

eliminate every reasonable hypothesis other than a premeditated 

design and intent by Appellant to kill Diane Matlawski. Hoefert; v. 

State, 617 So.2d 1 0 4 6 ,  1048 (Fla. 1 9 9 3 ) ;  Smith v. State, 568 So.2d 

965,  967 (F la .  1st DCA 1991)  ; Brumblev v. State, 453 So.2d 381 ,  3 8 6  

(Fla. 1 9 8 4 ) ;  Hall v. State, 403 So.2d 1319, 1 3 2 1  (Fla. 1 9 8 1 ) .  

Alfred LeBlanc's testimony established that the victim was at the 

Michael Pangburn residence for a party. S . R . ,  5 5 3 , 5 9 2 .  Appellant 

was not seen with Matlawski in the house during the night by 

LeBlanc + R , 5 5 6 , 5 8 9 , 5 9 4 , 6 0 6 , 6 0 8 .  Yet, LeBlanc observed Ms. 

Matlawski during the night, looking "passed outt1 as if from 

drinking alcohol. R , 5 5 1 , 5 5 2 , 5 9 3 , 5 9 4 .  LeBlanc heard a female call 

someone llyou bitch, you bastard", but did not identify the speaker 

or the recipient and could not place Appellant there at that time. 

R , 5 5 0 , 5 5 3 , 6 0 6 , 6 0 8 .  Matlawski was alive when l a s t  seen on the 

couch; no one called police, and LeBlanc saw no dead bodies, blood 

or "strange things". R , 5 9 7 , 6 0 5 .  No one saw Appellant strike Ms. 

Matlawski with a bat. R , 5 9 9 , 6 0 5 .  

Other facts showed Matlawski had p r i o r  arrest for drug 

trafficking, and had - 0 8  blood alcohol level and llrecreationaltt 

level of cocaine in her body when killed. R , 3 2 3 , 3 2 8 , 7 9 4 .  The 

cause of death could have been skull fracture injuries or 

strangulation. R , 7 8 6 , 7 8 7 .  Dr. Wright conceded that one person 

could have killed Ms. Matlawski and carried her body. R , 8 0 9 , 8 1 1 .  

The victim could have lost consciousness before being strangled 

with a ligature that was not continuously applied. R , 7 8 9 , 7 9 8 .  



RI789,798.without a struggle, loss of consciousness would have 

occurred within 1-2 minutes. R,791. Police testimony acknowledged 

that one person which may not have been Appellant could have lifted 

Matlawski's body and dumped it at the Alligator Alley location 

where it was found. R,315-316,319. 

Furthermore, Michael Pangburn acknowledged he killed Diane 

Matlawski, both before and at the trial. R,721,883-885,924-931. 

Pangburn's statement that he beat Matlawski because "she just 

screwed up my high" while Appellant was at work, and testimony of 

drug use by himself and the victim were not inconsistent with other 

evidence of such a l'partyll. supra. R,883,887,888,890. 

Even in the light most favorable to the State, the evidence 

showed no prior connection between the Appellant and Matlawski, no 

prior difficulties between them and circumstantial evidence that 

speculatively may have shown an unidentified woman insulting 

another unidentified individual. The evidence was just as 

consistent with an inference of an unlawful killing resulting from 

an angry, sudden, cocaine-induced, frenzied and brief encounter 

between Diane Matlawski and Michael Pangburn. The nature of the 

wounds could just as reasonably resulted out of frenzy as out of 

premeditation, In fact, there is conflicting evidence on whether 

Appellant was even in the house with Matlawski at the time of the 

murders. VanPovck v. State, 564 So.2d 1066, 1069 (Fla. 1990). 

Since the proof did not exclude these reasonable hypotheses, 

Appellant's first-degree murder conviction cannot be upheld on a 

premeditation theory. Hoefert, 617 So.2d, supra, at 1048; Smith, 



568 So.2d, supra_, at 967; Brumblev , sums; Hjnes v. State, 227 

So.2d 334, 335 (Fla. 1st DCA 1969); Purkhiser v. State, 210 So.2d 

448, 449 (Fla. 1968). Even if consistent with homicide, this 

evidence is not inconsistent with a lack of premeditation. 

Hoeferk, Smith; J&J,J, supra. 

As already maintained in Point IS, S U D ~ ,  there was 

insufficient evidence to prove that Appellant took Matlawski's 

property by force, violence or fear. This would invalidate any 

conviction based on this robbery as an underlying felony, for 

felony-murder. There was no evidence proving beyond a reasonable 

doubt that Appellant intended or planned to kill Ms, Matlawski to 

further a goal or intent to obtain Ms. Matlawski's necklaces or her 

car. B r v m t  v. State, 412 So.2d 347, 350 (Fla. 1982); comw, are 

Bruno v. State, 574 So.2d 76, 80 (Fla. 199l)(felony murder based on 

robbery upheld where stereo equipment stolen from victim's house, 

defendant asked to use this equipment one month before homicide, 

borrowed car on night of killing to Itget stereo equipment1', was 

heard admiring stereo before striking victim with crowbar and told 

witness he was going to get stereo equipment from @'guy's house who 

he killed".); Bobe rts v. State, 510 So.2d 885, 888 (Fla. 

1987)(felony murder based on sexual battery upheld where llonly 

logical inferencet1 was that defendant posed as cop, frisked female 

too intimately, beat her companion to death with bat in furtherance 

of an intent to rape) In contrast, there was no such llcausal 

connectiont1 between the taking of Matlawski's property and her 

death. Brvant : Lovett e v. State, 636 So.2d 1304, 1306 (Fla. 1994), 

c 39 



or that robbery caused or contributed to Matlawski's death. 

mvant; Straushter v. State, 384 So.2d 218, 219 (Fla. 3rd DCA 

1980); ~ m x 3  are Robles v. St ate, 188 So.2d 789, 791 (Fla. 1966) 

Unlike m, there was insufficient evidence of an intent to 
steal the victim's bracelets or car existing at the time of the 

murder. Bruno; Point 11, suara. Furthermore, as argued in Point 

11, there were insufficient circumstances demonstrating Appellant 

assisted his brother in the robbery of these items with a prior 

intention to participate at or prior to the murder. Point 11, 

supra; West v . State, 585 So.2d 439, 441 (Fla. 4th DCA 1991). 

For these reasons, Appellant's conviction for first-degree 

murder of Diane Matlawski must be reversed. 

Count I11 charged Appellant with having stolen property 

belonging to Diane Matlawski. R,1570. The evidence clearly 

identified the car and jewelry as belonging solely to Matlawski, 

not Nancy Cole. R,272,281,282. There was absolutely no evidence 

that these items were taken from Nancy Cole, or that Ms. Cole ever 

possessed or held the jewelry or car keys, such that anyone could 

have legally committed a robbery of or upon Ms. Cole. 9812.13, 

sun=. Furthermore, no evidence suggested that these items were 

stolen, or taken by force or fear at any time, or that such a 

robbery was qqcasually connected" to Cole's murder. susra. 

Despite the absence of any evidence supporting a felany-murder 

theory as to Cole, the jury was instructed at the trial phase to 

consider felony-murder as to the Cole count. R,1129. In closing 

argument, the State reinforced the importance of the jury 



instructions on the felony-murder theory, leaving the impression 

that such a theory applied to both Count I and 11. R,1011,1012. 

By the jury's general verdict of suit on Count 11, it is impossible 

to tell whether the jury's guilty verdict rested on the invalid 

basis of felony-murder. This conclusion requires reversal of 

Appellant's conviction for the Cole murder. Mills v. Marvla nd, 108 

S.Ct., at 1866; Zant v. Stephem, 103 S.Ct., at 2745; Strom bera v. 

orni 'a, 51 S.Ct., at 535-536 (1931); see also Fr anklin v. 

m, 403 So.2d 975, 977 (Fla. 1981). 

IV . APPELLANT WAS DEN IED RIGHT TO 
FUNDAMENTAJaLY FAX R TRIAL BY PROSECUTORIAL 

VOUCHED FOR POTIICE OFF I C E R S U Z f T Y  ' CRED 
MISSTATED EVIDE NCE AND ,COMMEmED ON 

[ ARGUMENT A IMP M I  Y 

ANT'S SILENCE IN FACE OF PRETRIAL 
INTERROGATION 

Prosecutorial comments that influence a jury to decide guilt 

or innocence on impermissible considerations outside the evidence 

and instructions have been consistently candemned by this and other 

courts. Berser v. Un itsd States, 295 U.S. 78, 88 (1935); m a  v, 

State, 623 So.2d 486, 488 (Fla. 1993); Bertolotti v. State, 476 

So.2d 130, 133 (Fla. 1985); &an v. State, 457 So.2d 1084, 1086- 

1089 (Fla. 4th CA 1986). The prosecutor's closing argument at 

trial featured vouching for State witnesses' misstatement af 

evidence and camment on Appellant's exercise of his rights to 

remain silent. Individually and in combination, these errors were 

fundamental and mandate a new trial. 

In cqmparipcj &ppg$$@nt's brother's credibility to the police 

4-L 



officer witnesses, the prosecutor crossed the line of permissible 

comment and directly vouched for the truthfulness of State 

witnesses: 

STATE: Michael Pangburn told you 
there were cigarettes in that car 
[Diane Matlawski's Pontiac Trans- 
Am]. But there weren't. Because if 
there were. vo u can bet Detective 
Gucciardo waul d have told YOU about 
it, and you can bet that Sera eant 
Kammerar surelv would have checked 
them ta s ee ifthere were DX: ints on 
that 

R,1027 (e-a.) 

X X X X X X 

STATE: [Sergeant Scheff] ultimately 
had an initial conversation with 
Michael Pangburn. 

The conversation ultimately got 
to a point where Scott Palmer 
[Michael's gay lover] was picked up, 
and he told v ou ---Seraeant Schef f 
was honest with v ou--he was mad. 

R,1036 (e.a.). These statements are clear examples of vouching for 

credibility of the officers involved. These comments also informed 

the jury that the officers' investigative skills, truthfulness and 

integrity were so strong that the officers would have found any 

physical evidence to be found and told the jury all about it. 

Garrette v. State, 501 So.2d 1376, 1379 (Fla. 1st DCA 

1987)(improper vouching for credibility when prosecutor effectively 

told jury he would not have called witnesses for the State if they 

were not truthful). These comments are unequivocally prohibited, 

as improper expressions of personal belief in truthfulness and 

suggestions that the prosecutor knew about matters not presented or 



introduced in evidence. Landrv v. State, 620 So.2d 1099, 1101 

(Fla. 4th DCA 1993); Bla ckburn v. State, 447 So.2d 424, 426 (Fla. 

5th DCA 1984); Cumminus v. State, 412 So.2d 436, 439 (Fla. 4th DCA 

1982); Richmond v. State, 387 So.2d 493 (Fla. 5th DCA 1980); 

Peterson v. State, 376 So.2d 1230, 1232 (Fla. 4th DCA 1 9 7 9 ) ( ~ ~  

rehearinq). 

The prosecution misrepresented facts that were controverted by 

the evidence. Appellant's main defense was that his brother 

Michael committed the charged crimes. The prosecutor argued to the 

jury that the physical evidence precluded that possibility as 

testified to by Michael, based on what she represented to be Dr. 

Wright's conclusions: 

naburn also te 11s you 
someth inu else vesterd av that is 
totallv inconsistent with Dr. 
Yriuht. And it is up to you, Ladies 
and Gentlemen of the Jury, to 
believe who you choose to believe. 

Michael Pangburn tells you that he 
hits Diane -- He hits Diane 
Matlawski with a bat on t he side of 
the head. Diane Matlawski is hit 
with a bat in the hac k of the hea d. 

R,1047 (e.a.). Jn w, Dr. Wright testified about Exhibit 6 8 ,  

which depicts a narrow slit-like red mark above Diane Matlawski's 

right ear, similar to but not as large as those marks on the back 

of her head featured in Exhibits 66 and 67. R,782. Dr. Wright 

testified this mar&, pn the side of her head, was consistent with 

being cawed by a blunt object. R, 7 8 2 .  Thus, the State 

misrepresented testimony by Michael Pangburn as a lie, when in 



actuality it was consistent with Dr. Wright's testimony and the 

physical evidence. 

Prosecutorial comment that misstates evidence is error. e.a. 

Garcia v. State, 622 So.2d 1325, 1332 (Fla. 1993); Garcia v . State, 
564 So.2d 124, 127, 129 (Fla. 1990); Carter v,  $t ate 332 So.2d 120, 

125-126 (Fla. 2nd DCA 1976). This variance between comment and 

evidence would definitely have contributed to an erroneous basis 

for evaluation of Michael Pangburn's credibility which was 

absolutely crucial to Appellant's defense. ComDare Schneider v. 

State, 152 So.2d 731, 735 (Fla. 1963)(comment that victim's head 

Itblown offt1 versus evidence that victim shot in head and neck was 

variance that ttwould not take one to the wrong conclusiontt on the 

issue of guilt). 

AS a third category of improper comment, the prosecution 

unequivocally and directly commented on Appellant's invoking 

silence after making a statement to police an July 11, 1990: 

STATE: ... and Mr. Pangburn chose 
after [the statement], Mr. Solomon 

chose no t 
to s m a k  with them anvm ore. And he 
was entitled to do that. 

asked the police officers, 

R,1033 (.a.). This comment referred to earlier testimony by 

Detective Gucciardo, on direct examination bv the State, that 

Appellant was asked to discuss or say more but "refused to say 

anything moreg1. R, 408. This was unequivocally susceptible of 

interpretation as a direct comment on silence. State v. Sm ith, 573 

So.2d 306, 317-318 (Fla. 1990); m, S 491 So.2d, 

suwa, at 1131; State v. Kinchen, 490 So.2d 21 (Fla. 1985). This 



comment further indicated Appellant had failed to offer an 

exculpatory statement when given the opportunity. Smith, 573 

So.2d, at 317; Hooper v. State, 513 So.2d 234, 235 (Fla. 3rd DCA 

1987). It did not matter t h a t  Appellant made a statement before 

invoking Fifth Amendment rights. Since a defendant can invoke such 

rights at any time during questioning, Miranda, -, Point I, 

suwa, the prosecutor's comment on silence was still error. 

DiGuilio, suma; Turner v. State, 414 So.2d 1161, 1162 (Fla. 3rd 

DCA 1982) and cases cited therein. 

These errors cannot be written off as merely harmless, 

particularly in a death penalty case. mmia, 622 So.2d, supra, at 
1352; Bertolotti, susra; Pait v. Stat e, 112 So.2d 380, 385 (Fla. 

1959); p a i t ,  susra, at 389 (0 n rehearinq). This case hinged in 

material respects on the police officers' credibility versus 

Michael Pangburn's. Landrv, 620 So.2d, at 1101. These errors 

reached into the heart of the guilt phase, telling jurors to 

believe the police and disbelieve Michael Pangburn, despite the 

consistency of some of his testimony with the medical examiner's 

testimony and photos. Peterson, 376 So.2d, supra, at 1234. The 

comments on silence raised clear inferences of guilt from the 

failure to further respond to police interrogation. Hicks v. 

State, 590 So.2d 498, 500 (Fla. 3rd DCA 1991); Bertolotti, 476 

So.2d, at 133. In a case where no physical evidence connected 

Appellant to the murders, and where no State witness eyewitnessed 

Ms. Matlawski's murder, it cannot be said beyond a reasonable doubt 

that there is no reasonable possibility these errors did not affect 



the verdicts. DiGuilio, 491 So.2d at 1135, 1139; Garcia , 564 

So.2d, at 129. 

Individually and collectively, these three forms of prohibited 

prosecutorial comment deprived Appellant of a fair trial. gacifico 

v. State, 19 Fla.L.Weekly 2100, 2103 (Fla. 1st DCA, September 19, 

1 9 9 4 ) ;  Brown v. State, 593 So.2d 1210, 1212 (Fla. 2nd DCA 1992); 

Rvan, suma; Peterson, 376 So.2d, susra, at 1234. 

V: CIRCUIT COURT ABUSED DISCR ETION IN 
ADMITTING GRUESOME AU TOPSY PHOTOS $HOW ING 
EXTERIOR AND X N T B I O  R OF VICTIM MATLAW SKI ' S 
HEAD WOUNDS, A ND PARTIALLY DECOMPOSE D FACES OF 
VICTIMS 

The State was permitted by Judge Backman to introduce 8 photos 

of the murdered victims, Diane Matlawski and Nancy Cole, over 

defense objections. R,538,542,547,765-767,779. Some of the photos 

showed gruesome features of victim Matlawski's head 

wounds,including her partially shaved skull i n  the back, which 

revealed pulled back skin and partial views of the interior of her 

head. R'782; State Exh. 6 6 ,  6 7 .  Other photos depicted gruesome 

aspects of the victims' head and face, and the particularly 

gruesome nature of the victims' eyes. Exh. 27, 2 8 ,  7 0 ;  R,780,781. 

Because the inflammatory impact of this evidence far outweighed any 

relevance, the admission of these photos was reversible error. 

Of the eight pictures, $even featured gruesome aspects of the 

victims' head, face and neck area. Exh. 2 7 ,  28, 66-70 .  Exhibit 27 

showed Diane Matlawski's bady at the scene where recovered, 



included bloody parts of the face, with the eyes darkened. Exhibit 

20 showed Nancy Cole's body at the same scene, with the eyes 

darkened partially blue in color. Exhibit 66  depicted the back of 

Ms. Matlawski's head, with the hair separated from the skull, skin 

badly torn and three highly bloody marks prominently displayed. 

Exhibit 67 is even more graphic and gruesome, showing the three 

open gaping wounds, and a significant part of the interior of her 

head exposed. Exhibit 70 shows victim Matlawski's face, 

prominently featuring an extremely grayish-looking right eye. 

Each of these photos must be regarded as llso shocking in 

nature", that whatever value these pictures contributed to Dr. 

Wright's testimony was outweighed by the gruesomeness of the images 

displayed. Czuback v. State, 570 So.2d 925, 928 (Fla. 

1990)(capital case murder conviction reversed, based on admission 

of 8 photos of gruesome, partially decomposed body in strangulation 

murder); Hoffert v. State, 559 So.2d 1246, 1249 (Fla. 4th DCA 

1990)(second-degree murder conviction reversed, based on admission 

of photo showing internal part of victim's head after scalp rolled 

away, leaving flesh under hair and showing bruises and bleeding): 

younu v. Sk,at e, 234 So.2d 341, 348 (Fla. 1970)(murder conviction 

reversed, when admitted photos showed partially decomposed torso of 

victim, even though relevant to identity of the victim); Pvken v. 

State, 89 So.2d 866 (Fla. 1956)(en ban c)(conviction reversed when 

photo of gunshot wound in head admitted, where defendant conceded 

issue of location of wound which was also described or shown by 

other evidence). 



This Court has directed in recent years that gruesome 

photographs be *Icarefully scrutinized" before admission to avoid 

their potential prejudicial inflammatory impact, particularly in a 

death penalty case. Duncan v . State, 619 So.2d 279, 284 (Fla. 

1993)(Kogan, 3;  Shaw, J, concurring in part, dissenting in part): 

Marshall v. State, 604 So.2d 799,  804 (Fla. 1992). The Circuit 

Court judge here did not do this, deciding that these photos were 

probative and agreeing to admit them if Dr. Wright said they were 

needed to help explain his testimony. R,541,542,766,767. 

Appellant did not dispute the physical cause of death described by 

Dr. Wright. The State's testimony otherwise established the nature 

and location of wounds. As such, there was little probative value, 

which was outweighed by the photographs' clearly inflammatory 

nature. Beaalev v. State, 273 So.2d 796, 799 (Fla. 1st DCA 1973): 

Dvken, 89 So.2d, .sux>=, at 866. 

The admission of these photos was not harmless. The 

inflammatory impact was clear upon the jury, whose first au estion 

during deliberations was a request to see "all photos" which was 

wanted. R,1158,1161,1900. The nature of the images shown could 

not help but inflame the jury to decide the case based on emotion 

and unfair emphasis on the photos. The State also relied on the 

photos in its closing argument at the sentencina D hase. R,1119. 

commre Duncan, 619 So.2d, sums, at 282 (harmless error, in part 

because photos not wgurged" by State as basis for recommending 

death). There was some evidence here supporting a verdict on 

lesser degrees of homicide. points 11; m, sux3ra. Henry V. 



w, 574 So.2d 73, 75 (Fla. 199l)(error not harmless under such 
circumstances). It cannot be said that the erroneous admission of 

these gruesome phatos did not contribute to the guilty verdicts or 

the jury's death recommendation. State v. DiGuilio, 491 Sa.2d 

1129, 1135 (Fla. 1986). 

This error requires a new trial and sentencing proceeding. 

VI . APPELLANT'S SENTENCING PROCEEDING 
VIOLATED APPELLANT'S EIGHTH AME NDMENT AND DUE 
PROCESS RIGHTS TO FAIR, U I A  BLE 
CONSIDERATION OF SENTmCE. WHEN JURY @S NOT 
GIVEN APPROPRIATE INSTRUCT1 ON AND VERDIa 
-PARA TE CON S I D m T I O  N AND 

TNDEPEWENT ADVISORY VERDI CTS FOR 
m VING MTJ I 
VICTIMS 

The exercise of unlimited, uncontrolled and unguided 

discretion by a jury in the capital sentencing process invalidates 

any death sentence that is a product of such a process, under the 

Eighth Amendment, Fourteenth Amendment, and Article I, Sections 9 

and 17, (Fla.Const.)(l980). moffitt v. Fl orida ' , 428 U.S. 242, 

252-253, 258-260, 96 .Ct. 2960, 49 L.Ed.2d 913 (1976); G r e w  v. 

Georaia, 428 U.S. 153, 187-189, 96 S.Ct. 2909, 49 LeEdn2d 859 

(1976)(Stewart, J; Powell, J; Stevens, J, plurality opinion); 

Furman v. Georuia, 408 U.S. 238, 253, 92 S.Ct. 2726, 33 L.Ed.2d 346 

(1972)(Douglas, J, concurring opinion); State v. Dix on, 283 So.2d 

1, 7 (1972). As a consequence of the  finality and irrevocable 

nature of the death penalty, many af the major death penalty 

decisions decided by the U.S. Supreme Court and this Court over the 

last 20 years have imposed a core requirement that the capital 



sentencing process control, channel and guide juries to avoid 

U.S. 

-1 113 S.Ct. 1534, 1540. 113 L.Ed.2d 1534 (1993); Espinosa v. 

Florida, 505 U.S. - , 112 S.Ct. 2926, 2928, 120 L.Ed.2d 854 (1992) ; 

Zant v. Stephens, 103 S.Ct., at 2741; Gresg, 96 S.Ct., SuDra, at 

2932; Proffitt, sux3ra; Furman, 92 S.Ct., supra, at 2 7 6 3 .  (Stewart, 

J, concurring opinion) (imposition of death penalty unconstitutional 

arbitrary and irrational results. e.g. Arave v. Creech, - 

under Eighth and Fourteenth Amendment if Ilwantonly and freakishly 

imposedvv), Douqan v. State, 595 So.2d 1, 4 (Fla. 1992); Dixon, 

supra. The jury must be given adequate guidance in the form of 

Itcareful instructions on how to apply §921.141, Fla.Stat. (1992): 

It is quite simply a hallmark of our 
legal system that juries be 
carefully and adequately guided in 
their deliberations. 

Gresq, 96 S.Ct., at 2934, (plurality opinion); see also Dixon, 2 8 3  

So.2d, at 10 (§921.141 held constitutional because requires a 

"reasoned judgmentv1 when the death penalty is imposed). 

In this case, it is undiswted that the jury was not 

instructed and did not separately consider and decide whether or 

not to recommend each seaarately and independently as to each 

count. R,1480, Appellant's death sentence was the result of a 

fundamentally flawed process, and must be reversed as a violation 

of his Federal and Florida Constitutional rights, and of §921.141. 

Proffitt; Gresq; Furman; Dixon. 

Appellant was found guilty of separate counts of first-degree 

murder of Diane Matlawski and Nancy Cole. R,475,1902,1903. These 

verdicts were recorded on separate forms for each count. 



R,1902,1903. Appellant requested a special jury instruction which 

would have informed the jury to !l..return an advisory sentence as 

to each of the first-dear ee murders f or which the defendant h e  

Peen found uuiltvtl, and that verdict forms would be provided "as to 

each of the first-degree murders under consideration ...b ecause 

there areultilsle convictions of f irst-deure e murder f or which the 

wry must recom mend a D enaltV1. R,1953 (e.a.). This instruction 

was denied without independently addressing this aspect of the 

requested instruction. R,1274. At the February 1, 1993 sentencing 

phase, no instructions or verdict forms were given requiring 

separate consideration or separate advisory verdicts for each of 

the murder convictions. R,1454-1460, 1974-1978. The 7-5 jury 

recommendation of death did not specify or distinguish whether the 

recommendation applied to each, both or one of the two separate 

counts of conviction for first-degree murder. R, 1470- 

1471,1978,1981. It was not until o ver 1 month Ute r, on March 4, 

1993, that the Circuit Court judge diligently and in good faith 

announced that he realized the error and tried to resolve it. 

R, 1480. 

The standard jury instructions require separate verdict for 

separate counts at the guilt phase, providing a verdict form for 

19wltiple counts, single defendant" Fla.Std.Jurv Inst. (Crim) , 

5 2 . 0 8 ,  #2. The standard verdict form for "capital cases, second 

proceedingv1 does not formally list a multiple count or separate 

verdict alternative. Fla.Std.Jurv Inst.(Crim), 5 2 . 0 8 ,  # 4 .  The 

standard instructions clearly instruct that l10nly one verdict may 



be returned as to [the crimeJ[each crime] charged". suwa (e.a.). 

While not specifically directed at penalty phase proceedings, 

reason, common sense and the requirement to avoid arbitrary 

imposition of the death penalty mandate that a separate advisory 

verdict form should be returned for each count involving capital 

felonyt1. §921.141(1), Fla.S% e.a. w; Pixon. 
Furthermore, under the criminal rules covering verdicts, 

jurors must render separate verdicts, specifically designating each 

count for which the jury has convicted a defendant. Rule 3.500, 

Fla.R.Crim.Pro. (1992). Each count charged must be considered as 

if it was contained in a separate Indictment, to be separately 

considered apart from any other count. gu nn v. United Sgates , 284 

U.S. 390, 52 S.Ct. 189, 193, 76 L.Ed. 356(1932); Streeter v. State, 

416 So.2d 1203, 1206; 1206, n.3 (Fla. 3rd DCA 1982). There is 

absolutely no apparent rationale for imposing a less stringent 

requirement on the consideration and resolution by a capital 

sentencing jury of separate counts at the penalty phase, in light 

of the ultimate and irrevocable nature of the death penalty. 

Greaq; Dixon; Furman, 92 S.Ct. at 2760. (Stewart, J, concurring 

opinion). 

In reviewing death penalty cases, this Court has noted 

numerous circumstances where juries returned separate advisory 

verdicts for each count of conviction for first-degree murder. 

e . g .  Caruso v. State, 19 Fla.L,Weekly 508. (Fla.,October 6, 

1994)(two murders, l i f e  rpcpmmendations on each); pittrnan v. State, 

19 Fla.L.Weekly 489, 490 (Fla.,September 29, 1994)(three murders, 

- 52 



recommendation returned on Iteach countww); Asav v. State, 580 So.2d 

610, 612 (Fla. 1991)(two murders, two separate recommendations); 

Cook v. State, 542 So.2d 964, 966 (Fla. 1989)(same), w o v  v. 

State, 533 So.2d 750, 755 (Fla. 1988)(two murders; one 

recommendation for  life imprisonment, and one for death) ; w r o n  v. 

State, 528 So.2d 353, 355 (Fla. 1988)(two murders; death 

recommendation on each); w e l l  v. State, 523 So.2d 562, 564 (Fla. 

1988)(four murders; four separate recommendations); b a  v, State, 

510 So.2d 857, 859, 866 (Fla. 1987)(two murders; one 

recommendation, 10-2 vote for death, other 7-5 for life); Garcia v. 

State, 492 So.2d 360, 363 (Fla. 1986)(two murder victims, separate 

recommendations for each) ; Miller v. S tate, 415 So.2d 1262, 1264 

(Fla. 1982)(two victims; one recommendation for  death, one for 

life); Barclay v. State, 343 So.2d 1266, 1267 (Fla. 1977)(same as 

Miller); Alvord v. State , 322 So.2d 533, 535 (Fla. 1975)(three 

murders; jury recommended death penalty 'Ifor each Gaunt"). In 

several cases, jury recommendations were for  different penalties on 

different counts far different victims. LeCroy; w; Barclav, 
suwa. In those cases involving overrides of jury life 

recommendations, this Court could not have appropriately or 

rationally conducted review under Tsdder v. S tate, 322 So.2d 908, 

910 (Fla. 1975), without knowing there were separate 

recommendations for life amongst multiple advisory verdicts. 

CarusQ . Additionally, this Court could not have conducted rational 
review of claims of disparate treatment amongst co-defendants, in 

those situations with differing recommendations of life and death. 



e.g. Barclav. 

These cases demonstrate a consistent history of requiring 

different advisory verdicts and independent considerations of 

penalty for each separate count, facilitating review of the 

appropriateness of the death penalty in each given case. Without 

such independent consideration and verdicts, there is no 

individualized consideration of the circumstances of each crhe , in 
violation of due process and Eighth Amendment requirements. 

Bddinas v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. 104, 102 S.Ct. 869, 874, 71 L.Ed.2d 

1 (1982); Lockett v. Oh io, 4 3 8  U.S. 586, 98 S.Ct. 2954 ,  2963-2965, 

57 L.Ed.2d 973 (1978)(plurality opinion). Each first-degree murder 

naturally involves a different and unique set of circumstahces, 

from which the validity of findings on aggravation, mitigation, 

proportionality and other issues must be evaluated. No such 

evaluation is possible here, because af the inability to tell what 

the jury's recommendation here, unguided and unchannelled, was 

based upon. w; =man. 
The net effect of the error here permitted the jury unfettered 

discretion to consider at sentencing that Appellant committed 

multiple murders. This fact alone made it more likely that 

Appellant receive a death recornmendation, since it is logical and 

reasonable to assume Appellant's jury, with no other guidance or 

limits, could have imposed the greater punishment on Appellant as 

a multiple killer per se. Mills, suara; Bant, sums. Not all 

multiple murderers deserve the death penalty because af this fact 

alone, e.g., CarusB, Fwra; Cook, Suwa (overrides reversed, life 



* 

imprisonment imposed), yet the risk exists that the jury's 

recommendation was thus impermissibly affected. Mills; Zant, 103 

S.Ct., at 2745. 

The error here effectively allowed consideration of the fact 

of multiple murders as a non-statutory aggravating circumstance. 

While §921.141(5)(b) does permit consideration of a separate 

victim-capital felony as evidence of a 'Iprior violent felonyv1 in 

limited situations, Cook, suarq, the State clearly relied an a 

different prior robbery as the basis fo r  this aggravator, with the 

jury so specifically instructed. R,1440-1441,1455,1975. 

Consideration of non-statutory aggravating factors has repeatedly 

been held to be error. §921.141(5)(11Aggravating circumstances 

shall be lirnite d to the following..ll)(e.a.); Geralds v. State, 601 

So.2d 1157, 1162 (Fla. 1992); McCamDbell v. State, 421 So.2d 1072, 

1075 (Fla. 1982); Blair v. State,  406 So.2d 1103, 1109 (Fla. 1981); 

Miller v. State, 373 So.2d 8 8 2 ,  885 (Fla. 1979); Flledae v . State, 
346 So.2d 998, 1002, 1003 (Fla. 1977). Since there was mitigating 

evidence and findings of mitigating factors, this was reversible 

error. Statement of Facts, suara; Points XVI, XVII, m. 

. .  

Without separate advisory recommendations or adequate 

instructions, this Court is unable to tell whether the basis of the 

jury's recommendation was proper or improper. Mills, Zant. As 

conceded by the State, R,1492, the jury likely applied aggravating 

and mitigating circumstances without distinguishing per count, 

mandating vacating of the death sentence and a new sentencing jury 

and hearing. Id. 



With all due respect to Judge Backman, he tried to make the 

best out of a sentencing defect that the parties and Court 

inadvertently missed when it occurred. R,1481-1482,1494- 

1500,1511,1512. However, neither the parties or the Court could 

legally stipulate that the defective advisory consideration and 

verdict was a death recommendation for the Matlawski count and life 

for the Cole count. R,1494-1500,1511,1512,2021-2022. e-g- I 

Streeter, Sums (finding of use of weapon in jury verdict on two 

counts could not be considered finding for other two counts where 

no such finding made). This Court cannot say if the basis for the 

jury recommendation given "great weightv1 by Judge Backman, R,2023, 

was based on impermissible considerations. Esni nosa; Zant; u. 
This defect was clearly fundamental error, going to the absolute 

foundation of Appellant's death sentence. Sochor v. State, 580 

So.2d 595, 601 (Fla. 1991), reversed, i a, 112 S.Ct. 

2114, 119 L.Ed.2d 326 (1992); -, C1 363 So.2d 331, 333 

(Fla. 1978); Nova v. State, 282 So.2d 756, 757 (Fla. 2nd DCA 1980). 

Assuming arauendo this defect to be capable of waiver, the 

Record shows Appellant did not make an unequivocal knowing and 

voluntary waiver of his essential rights to a valid separate 

penalty proceeding before a new jury. &chardson vI Sta te, 437 

So.2d 1091, 1095 (Fla. 1983); Lama dline v1 Stat IS, 303 So.2d 17, 20 

(Fla. 1974); see also State v . Poole, 561 So.2d 535 (Fla. 

1990)(defendant has crucial right to a 12 person jury, capital 

trial). There was clearly no written waiver here. Rule 3.260, 

P l a .  R.Crim.Pro. (w itten waiver of jury trial required). In the 



guilt phase context, this Court has recognized oral waivers as 

valid "if there is no harm to the defendant". Tucker v. State, 559 

So.2d 218, 220 (Fla. 1990). Appellant was clearly prejudiced by 

the lack of a written waiver, by the imposition of a death 

recommendation based on a constitutionally deficient process. 

While there appears to be no rule governing the requirement of a 

written waiver of a penalty phase jury proceeding, the rule 

requiring a written waiver should be even more strictly applied in 

view of the finality and uniqueness of the ultimate penalty 

involved. Greaq; Dixon. 

Furthermore, the evidence -e was that Appellant 

notified the Court by letter an March 22, 1994, and filed March 23 

a full seven days before sentencing, that he was not waiving a new 

sentencing phase jury. A,1. Appellant clearly stated that "..I 

also wish to select another panel of jurors to determine my 

fate......I accepted the plea as a convenience which I had thought 

included myself but I find I cannot live with this decision and 

pray it is not too late to correct this error. To concede at this 

point and time I would be compromising everything I believe and 

have chosen to take a stand for.. . I 1  A,1. At the very least, this 

presented r on flictinq evidence as to Appellant's true intentions 

and raised considerable doubt that Appellant's prior consent to the 

stipulation of one death and one life recommendation had been full 

and voluntary. 

While Judge Backman clearly meant well in his attempt to 

resolve this problem, the colloquy on the Record cannot be regarded 
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as a full and complete explanation by the Court and understanding 

by Appellant that he was waiving his essential rights to a penalty 

phase jury that would appropriately be instructed in considering 

its recommendation. R,1496-1497,1499-1500,1511,1512: Johnson v. 

Zerbst, supra; see also Rule 3.172(c), Fla.R.Crim.Pro (requiring 

more of colloquy for acceptance of a guilty plea as voluntary, than 

occurred here). If a waiver of trial must be honored even if done 

on the morning of trial, Warren v. State, 632 So.2d 204,  206 (Fla. 

1st DCA 1994), there was nothing untimely about Appellant's 

affirmative and written llwithdrawallt of any prior consent or 

waiver, received and filed a full week before sentencing. 

Assuming arguendo that Appellant's oral consent to the 

stipulation was a waiver of a new penalty phase proceeding and 

jury, Appellant's letter must be viewed as a withdrawal of waiver 

and a renewed request for a new penalty phase. This request was 

clearly not untimely. There is no evidence that Appellant's letter 

was anything but a genuine change of mind based on serious 

reflection abaut his best interests. Appendix, at 1. In the milt 

phase context, this Court has urged a liberal approach in favor of 

permitting withdrawal of jury trial waivers. Flovd v. Sta te, 90 

So.2d 105, 106 (Fla. 1956). In Floyd, this Court based this policy 

an the importance of protecting a defendant's rights to a trial by 

jury, specifying that a withdrawal of an earlier waiver of this 

right be denied only if "not reasonably made in good faith, or it 

appears some real harm will be done to the publict1. w, S U D ~ ~ ,  

at 106; knwri ht, 245 So.2d 289, 290 (Fla. 4th DCA 



1971). Again, this policy should at the very least be more 

strongly applied in the penalty phase jury proceeding context, 

where the ultimate punishment known to civilized society is at 

issue. Mills; Greuq; Furman, sunra (Stewart, J, concurring 

opinion); Dixon, at 7. 

Under such circumstances, the Circuit Court erred in failing 

to honor Appellant's withdrawal request. R,2022. The Court 

determined that no reason appeared to support withdrawal, R,2022, 

instead of determining whether any reason existed to deny 

withdrawal based on the exception to the rule calling for  liberally 

granting of withdrawal quoted in Flovd. None of the Flovd 

exceptions apply or appear on this Record. Both Appellant and 

society have a fundamental interest in insuring that the death 

penalty is fairly administered to "only the most aggravated and 

unmitigated" of capital murders. Dixon, at 7; Greqg, Furman. 

Because the error here affected all aspect s of the validity of 

the jury's death recommendation and the judge's death sentence, 

Appellant's death sentence must be reversed, for a new penalty 

phase before a new jury that is adequately and properly instructed. 

VII: TRIAL COURT COMMITTED REVERSIBLE ERROR 
IN PERMITTING ADMISSION OF EVIDENCE AT PENALTY 
PHASE, OF APPELLANT ' S  ,PRIOR CUMIN AL RECORD 
DESPITE AP PELLANT 'S WAIVER OF MITI GATING 
CIRCUMSTANCE OF NO SIGNIFICANT PRIOR CRIMI NAL 

STORY 

The Record is undisputed that prior to sentencing, Appellant 

expressly waived any reliance on the statutory mitigation of I1no 



significant history of prior criminal activity1*. §921.141(7)(a), 

Fla.Stat. (1993); R,1260,1262,1280. Defense counsel sought to 

exclude any reference by the State to prior burglaries and other 

convictions, based on this waiver. R,1260,1262. Despite this 

Court's ruling in Maasard Vr St ate, 399 So.2d 973 (Fla. 1981), the 

Circuit Court permitted the State to establish through the first 

question of cross-examination of Appellant at the sentencing phase, 

that Appellant had nine 'or felony convictions, over defense 

objections. R,1260,1262,1286,1287,1426,1427.2 This direct 

violation of Massard, -, requires a new sentencing proceeding. 

In baa-, this Court established that when a defendant 

waives statutory mitigation of no significant prior crimes, the 

State is not permitted to present evidence of this record. 

Maaaard, 399 So.2d, suDra, at 977, 978. This Court reversed the 

death sentence in that case because, as hanmne d here, a defense 

motion to preclude the State from presenting such evidence, based 

on waiver of §921.141(7)(a),, susra, was wrongfully denied. 

aaard, at 977, 978. In this ruling, the Court concluded that 

"mitigating circumstances are for the defendant's benefit, and the 

Wndersigned counsel recognizes that Appellant's counsel 
appeared to llwithdrawll his objection when the prosecution asked 
about Appellant's priors, after initially objecting to its 
admissibility, R,1426, and after having previously and 
unequivocally sought to exclude such evidence. 
R,1260,1262,1286,1287. Appellant's previously stated objections 
and oral Motion in Limine preserved his claim. 
R,1260,11262,1286,1287; Massad, 399 So.2d, sugra, at 987. In any 
event, this Mauaard error was fundamental, striking at the heart of 
Appellant's sentencing proceeding by including non-statutory 
aggravation against Appellant. Ger alds, sux)ra; Clark, susra. 



State should not be allowed to present damaging evidence against a 

defendant to rebut a mitigating circumstance that the defendant 

expressly concedes does not exist1'. Masgard, at 978. Subsequent 

decisions have reaffirmed this rule, establishing that such d 

error effectively would permit the State to elicit evidence of non- 

statutory aggravating circumstances. Gerald s, at 1162; F i t m a t r i a  

v. Wainwright, 490 So.2d 938, 940 (Fla. 1986). 

This Court has recognized that this otherwise inadmissible 

evidence becomes admissible to explore the basis for a defense 

witness' opinion about the defendant's personality or character. 

Bonifav, 626 So.2d, at 1312; Muehleman v. State, 503 So.2d 310, 315 

(Fla. 1987); Parker v. State, 476 So.2d 134, 139 (Fla. 1985). 

However, those situations do not apply here. The State clearly 

introduced the fact of Appellant's 9 DT ior felony convictions, 

R,1426,1427, for basic credibility impeachment purposes. !390.610, 

Fla.Stat. (1993). The State and Circuit Court Judge expressed a 

belief that Appellant could be questioned about his priors at the 

penalty phase, in the same manner that witness credibility wauld be 

an issue in anv trial. R,1286,1287,12&8. In fact, the prosecutor 

did not ask about Appellant's priors as the result of any defense 

evidence that "opened the door" for the State to explore the basis 

for stated lay or expert opinion. Bonifay; Muehlem an; Parker, 

SUDFB. The State merely asked Appellant the basic question about 

the number of times Appellant was convicted of a crime involving 

dishonesty or a sentence of greater than one year in jail. R,1426- 

1427. This was not admissible or intended as admissible under the 



Parker e~ception.~ 

The State here was permitted to do just what the Maaaard rule 

prohibits: "...The State cannot present otherwise inadmissible 

information regarding a defendant's criminal history under the 

wide of witness imDeachmen&**. Geralds, 601 So.2d, at 1162-1163 

(e.a.). This error cannot credibly be characterized by the State 

as harmless. The jury heard evidence of non-statutory aggravation, 

despite the fact that only statutory aggravating factors can be 

permissibly considered. Geralds, at 1162, and ca ses cited th-; 

Elledue, suma. The jury was told Appellant had p prior felony 

convictions. Geralds, (Maward error not harmless when jury told 

defendant had eisht prior felony convictions). The prejudicial 

impact of such testimony on a jury considering whether or not to 

recommend death cannot be overstated: 

"..once the prosecutor rings that 
bell and informs the jury the 
defendant is a career felon, the 
bell cannot, for  all practical 
purposes, be 'unrung ! I .  

Geral ds, at 1162. It cannot be said there is no reasonability 

possibility that this error did not contribute to the jury's 

'The result in Jackson v. S tate, 530 So.2d 269 (Fla. 1988), 
cert.denied , 488 U . S .  1051, 109 S.Ct. 882, 102 L.Ed.2d 1005 (1989), 
does not contradict Appellant's argument. A close examination of 
the result in Jackson , sums, shows that the clear basis for 
affirming admission of the defendant's prior crimes was the 
defendant's llopening the door1', like Parker, by stating on direct 
examination he had always been a positive influence on his family. 
Jackson, 530 So.2d, at 273. The purpose of prior record in 
Jacks on, was to show the defendant had not glalways*t been so 
positive an influence. m. 



Id. State v. consideration and recommendation of penalty. - 

DiGuilio, 491 So.2d 1129, 1135 (Fla. 1986). 

Based on Massard, Fitmatrick and Geralds, the admission and 

consideration of the fact of Appellant's 9 prior felony 

convictions, 8 of which were not violent ger se (burglaries and 

grand theft, R,2020), requires reversal for a new sentencing 

hearing before a new jury. Approval of such questioning of a 

defendant would unfairly llchillll the right of a defendant to 

present mitigation at a capital sentencing phase, including his own 

testimony and would effectively allow the exceptions to swallow the 

legitimate rule of Massard. 

VIII * THERE WAS INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO 
AGGRAVATING CIRCUMSTANCE THAT MURDER OF DIANE 
MATLAWSKI WAS COMMITTED DURING COMMISSION, 
ATTEMPTED COMMISSION OR ESCAPE FROM ROBBERY 
WITH DEADLY WEAPON 

As an aggravating circumstance, the Circuit Court Judge found 

that the murder of Diane Matlawski was committed during the 

"commission of, or attempt to commit, or escape after committing 

robbery with a deadly weapon". R,2023-2024. The Court based this 

llfelony-murderlt aggravating circumstance on Appellant's conviction 

of robbery with a deadly weapon, and the conclusion that Diane 

Matlawski was "murdered for the purpose of stealing her car and 

jewelryll. The evidence did not show that robbery was R, 2023-2024. 

the dominant motive or reason for the murder, beyond a reasonable 

doubt, This aggravator was invalid based on insufficient evidence. 



The evidence demonstrated that Matlawski had been dead for 

about six hours when she was discovered and examined by the medical 

examiner at 7:OO A.M. on November 20, 1989. R,771,774. Dr. Wright 

placed the time of death at late evening on November 19 or the 

early morning hours of November 20. R,777. Dr. Wright also 

concluded that the murder did not occur at the scene where the body 
was found. R,808. The physical evidence suggested the murder 

occurred at the home where Michael Pangburn lived. R,598-602. 

There were no statements by Appellant admitting that he killed 

Matlawski for her car or jewelry. R,424,751. 

The victim's car was linked by some physical evidence as the 

one used to transport Matlawski's body to the Alligator Alley 

location where it was discovered. However, the only fingerprint 

matching anyone to this car was that of Appellant's brother. 

R,397,593-594,610. No physical evidence of any kind linked 

Appellant to the murder. R,608-610. The only other direct 

connection was Linda Blair's alleged observation of Appellant 

washing the car at the apartments where the car was found. R,443- 

446. However, her identification was substantially impeached 

because Appellant did not match Blair's physical description in 

height, type, style and color of hair, and because Blair noticed no 

tatoos or scars on the shirtless individual she claimed to see, 

contradicted by her in-court admission, after seeing Appellant 

shirtless, of his *vsignificantgv tatoos and abdominal scars. R, 442- 

446. 

The victim's jewelry was observed not on Appellant, but on h& 



brother, when Michael Pangburn was observed and treated by nurse 

Rita Flint at about 12:33 P.M. on November 20, 1989 at a local 

hospital. R,477-478,480. This was approximately 11-12 hours aftex 

the victim's death. No testimony placed or traced possession or 

the taking of the jewelry from the victim bv ADpellant at any time 

between the victim's death and nurse Flint's observation of the 

bracelets in Michael's possession. In fact, Flint noted that one 

of the bracelets taken was seen on Appellant at the hospital, but 

only after Flint told Michael to have the jewelry taken home "for 

safekeeping". R,493. 

When a felony-murder aggravating circumstance finding depends 

on robbery as the underlying felony, such a finding is invalid 

unless the evidence shows beyond a reasonable doubt that the taking 

of property was a primary reason or motive for the murder. Knowles 

v. State, 632 So.2d 62, 66 (Fla. 1994); Clark v. State, 609 So.2d 

513, 515 (Fla. 1992); Jones v. Sta te, 580 So.2d 140, 146 (Fla. 

1991); Parker v. State, 458 So.2d 750, 754 (Fla. 1984). In Parkez, 

surxa, the defendant admitted taking a necklace and ring from the 

victim's body after killing her, Parker, 458 So.2~3,  suwa, at 752, 

754, a much more substantial link of the accused to the property 

taken than shown here. This Court concluded that there was no 

evidence Itthe murder was motivated by any desire for these objects" 

or that it was taken as !'more than an afterthought". Parker, at 

754. In Clark, suma,  where the defendant shot the victim, and 

took his wallet, money and boots, this Court invalidated the 

felony-murder aggravator because the taking of property was 



"incidental11 and not shown to be the primary motive for the 

killing. Clark, 609 Sa.2d, $uw)ra, at 514, 515. Most recently in 

Knowles, suDra, this Court reversed the felony-murder aggravator 

finding, when the defendant shot and killed his father and took his 

truck, when the evidence showed no intent to steal the truck before 

killing or that the defendant murdered his father to steal the 

truck, particularly when the defendant had prior access to the 

truck and had not stolen it. K s  es, 632 2d at 66." 

The evidence fell far short of establishing that Appellant 

actually forcibly took Matlawski's jewelry or car from her, let 

alone that Appellant's murder of the victim was designed to 

accomplish such a taking. The facts here are even more compelling 

proof than in Knowles, Clark and Parker that robbery was not a 

primary motive fo r  Matlawski's murder by Appellant. There was 

simply insufficient evidence that this intent existed prior to or 

at the time of Matlawski's murder. Appellant's reason for ultimate 

possession of the jewelry was clearly established as not unlawful. 

Assuming arsuendo Ms. Blair's observation of Appellant washing the 

car to be credible, this does not demonstrate robbery as a primary 

motive for murder, and at best indicates the car was taken as an 

'Iafterthought" . w; Parker, -. 
Because this aggravating circumstance was invalid, and there 

was substantial evidence and findings of both statutory and non- 

"Similarly, there is some conflicting evidence here, in Alfred 
LeBlanc's videotaped testimony, that Appellant had driven 
Matlawski's red Pontiac sports car before, and had given LeBlanc a 
ride in the car on one occasion preceding the murder. SR,547,566- 
567 , 569. 



statutory mitigation, the Court's felony-murder finding is 

reversible error, not harmless. Sochar v. Florida, 112 S.Ct., 

suDra, at 2119; Bates v. st-, 465 So.2d 490 ,  493 (Fla. 1985) and 
Case15 cited; ,Elledge v. Stab , 346 So.2d 998, 1003 (Fla. 1977). 

IX: TRIAL COURT ABUSED D I S C D T I O  N IN GIVING 
STANDARD FELONY-MURDER AGGMVATOR INSTRUCTION 
AND DENYING REOUESTED JTJRY INS TRUCTION THAT 
FELONY -MURDE R CONVICTION SHOUL D NOT BE RELIED 
ON AS PER SE BASIS FOR IM POSITION OF D W  
PENALTY 

In instructing the jury on aggravating circumstances, the 

Circuit Court merely told the jury to consider whether flthe crime 

for which the Defendant is to be sentenced was committed while he 

was engaged in the commission of the crime of robberyl'. 

R,1455,1975. In requested Penalty Instruction # 3 ,  R,1956, 

Appellant sought to inform the jury that the fact of Appellant's 

murder conviction alone was not enough per se to support a death 

recommendation. Since Appellant had been convicted of both murder 

and robbery, this clearly created the possibility that the murder 

conviction was based on a felony-murder theory. A s  such, the 

Circuit Court's denial of this request left the jury to recommend 

death, and the felony-murder aggravator, based solely on 

Appellant's murder convictions. This amounted to reversible error. 

The standard instruction given did not distinguish between the 

felony-murder aggravating circumstance and the fact of Appellant's 

conviction of both murder and robbery. R,1975. In fact, the guilt 

phase instruction on felony-murder similarly directed that such a 
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theory applied if the evidence showed that Ms- Matlawski's 

"occurred as a consequence of and while (defendant) ... was engaged 
in the commission of a robbery with a deadly weapon...". R,1124. 

There was clearly no additional facts or elements required under 

the penalty phase instruction given, R,1455, for the jury to 

recommend death based on a felony-murder aggravator. Zant. At the 

very least, Appellant's requested instruction, clearly not 

contained or encompassed by the standard instruction, would have 

effectively prevented the jury from any application of an 

"automatic" aggravating circumstance under §921.141(5)(d), solely 

based on the murder convictions. R,1956. It was error for the 

Circuit Court to deny this instruction on the basis that the 

standard instructions covered such an area. R,1278,1279. 

The requested instruction as applied here was a substantially 

more correct statement of law than the standard instruction. This 

Court has clearly distinguished valid from invalid applications of 

!$921.141(5)(d), depending on whether the underlying robbery 

involved was a primary or incidental motive or aspect of a murder. 

Knowles ; Cl.ark; =; $ones. Appellant's requested instruction 

would have correctly informed the jury that the felony and/or 

murder convictions based on felony-murder should not have been used 

per se to recommend the death penalty. U. The standard 

instruction effectively created the exact opposite impression, 

raising the risk that the jury did apply 1921.141(5)(d) as an 

llautomaticll aggravator. Mills v. Marvlan d, suwa; see Poixa& X, 

Jnfra. This conclusion is substantiated by the Circuit Court Judge 



himself, who based his finding that the felony-murder aggravator 

applied, at least in par t, on a conclusion that '#[B]ased upon the 
evidence and the verdict returned by the jury the capital felony 

[involving Diane Matlawski] was committed while the Defendant was 

engaged in the commission of Robbery with a Deadly Weaponvv. 

R,2024. As applied here, the standard instruction given was 

effectively a misstatement of law, which the requested instruction 

would have substantially corrected. 

It was error to give the standard felany-murder aggravator 

instruction and deny Appellant's requested instruction. Fant; 

Knawles; Parker; : v Bo rma , 994 F.2d 801 11th Cir. 

1991). This error clearly prejudiced Appellant in his ability to 

defend against recommendation and imposition of death. Boorman. 

ww X -  STANCE 0 'I 

DERW AND CORRESPONDIN G JURY INSTRUCTION ARE 
UNCONSTITU TIONAL ON FACE AbSD A S APPLIED, 
BECAUSE Z921.141(5)(dl m J S  TO ADEQUATELY 
NARROW CLASS OF THOSE ET,IGJ: BLE FOR DEAT H 
PENALTY 

A charge of first-degree murder in Florida necessarily 

encompasses alternative theories of premeditated and felony-murder. 

e-g., Bus h v. State, 461 So.2d 936, 940 (Fla. 1984). The State 

proceeded in this case on both theories at the guilt phase, 

Statement of Facts; R,1010-1014. After Appellant was found guilty 

of both murder and robbery with a deadly weapon, R,1174-1175, the 

jury was informed at sentencing to consider as aggravation that 

"[tJhe crime for  which the Defendant is to be sentenced was 



committed while he was engaged in the commission of the crime of 

robbery". R,1454,1975. Because this felony-murder aggravating 

circumstance does not adequately narrow or differentiate amongst 

the class of those eligible for the death penalty as required by 

Zant, §921.141(5)(d) is Unconstitutional on its face and as applied 

under the Federal and Florida Constitutions. 

All those like Appellant who have been convicted of first 

degree murder and an underlying felony enter the penalty phase with 

at least one aggravator of felony-murder. Robbery is an underlying 

felony for purposes of both §782.04(1)(a)(2) and for 

6921.141(5)(d). The felony-murder aggravator instruction given did 

nothing to distinguish Appellant from any other individual 

defendant who has been convicted of felony-murder or murder and an 

underlying felony. R,1124,1455. State v. Middlebrooks, 840 So.2d 

311, 342 (Tenn.1992), cert .wanted, Tennease e v. Middlebrooks, 113 

S.Ct. 1840 (1993), cert. discharued as imwovidentlv w a n  ted, 114 

S.Ct. 651 (1993). The instruction did not narrow Appellant's 

eligibility for the death penalty, and the Statute effectively 

placed him in such a class solely by virtue of his convictions. 

Appellant and those like him are thus placed at a greater risk of 

receiving the death penalty than individuals who are not so 

convicted and may have committed premeditated murder. State v, 

Cherry, 257 S.E. 2nd 551, 568 (N.Car. 1979). This arbitrary result 

mandates that §921.141(5)(d) be declared Unconstitutional. 

Middle brooks, suma; Cherrv, suwa; Enabera v. Mever, 810 P.2d 70, 

89-90 (WYO. 1991). 
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The Florida death penalty scheme requires no more requirement 

for proof of the felony-murder aggravating circumstance than the 

fact of the felony conviction. §921.141(5)(d); 5782 .04  et seq; 

EsDinosa, sumq, at 89. This makes 5921.141(5)(d) particularly 

defective on its face and as applied, because this Court has 

invalidated the felany-murder aggravator where robbery was not a 

primary motive at the time of the murder. Point VIII, gums. No 

such parameters or limits are contained in §921.141(5)(d), or 

conveyed to a penalty phase jury through jury instructions. The 

absence from the Statute and penalty phase instructions 

Unconstitutionally fails to comply with Zant by injecting far too 

great an element of arbitrariness and lack of rationality, Zant; 

Middlebrooks; Enaberq. 

These circumstances violated Appellant's Eighth Amendment 

rights, as well as those under Article I, Section 17 prohibiting 

"cruel or unusual punishment". (e. a. ) ; u l  man v. State, 591 So.2d 

167, 169 (Fla. 1991). Because it is not clear whether the jury 

recommended death based on this improper and unconstitutional 

felony-murder aggravator, and because it is clear that the trial 

court's sentence was based in part on such an aggravating 

circumstance, Appellant's sentence must be reversed. Mills; Zant; 

Stromberq, suDra. Resentencing and/or reweighing is required 

because of the substantial mitigation evidence and findings, and 

the judge's reliance on a constitutionally invalid aggravator. 

Sochor, g&~ra;  Bates, suma.  



XI: THERE WAS INS UFFICIFNT EVI DENCE TO SUPPO RT 
AGGRAVATING CBCVM STANCE THAT MURDER OF DIANE 
MATLAWSKI WAS ''ESPE CIALLY HEINOUS. ATR OCIOUS 
OR C- 

In w, 283 So.2d, at 7, this Court observed that the 

uniqueness and finality of capital punishment made it appropriate 

to reserve such a penalty for *I. .only the most aggravated and 

unmitigated of most serious crimest1. This Court has reserved 

application of the aggravating circumstance of "heinous, atrocious 

01: crueltt (hereafter rlhacll), §921.141(5)(h), Fla.Stat., solely to 

those murders that feature llsuch additional acts as to set the 

crime apart from the norm of capital felonies". Dixon, at 9. The 

facts here do not support the trial court's finding that the 

killing of Ms. Matlawski fits this standard, beyond a reasonable 

doubt. 

The crucial aspect of the pixon formulation is that the facts 

set the murder apart from the norm, in a manner that essentially 

shows a crime "unnecessarily torturous to the victimtt. Bixon, at 

9; see also A twater v, s tate, 626 So.2d 1325, 1329 (Fla. 

1993)(death sentence reversed where this part of Dixon test left 

out of jury instruction that was limited to defining the terms 

llheinousll, llatrociousll and *#cruelt1 ) . A crucial factor in 

evaluating what is *tunnecessarily torturous" is whether the victim 

had foreknowledge of her impending death; in cases where the victim 

was unconscious, semi-consciaus or otherwise unaware of impending 

end of life, this Court has invalidated a finding of the vthaclv 

aggravating circumstance. e.g., DeAnuelo v. S w  , 616 So.2d 4 4 0 ,  
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443 (Fla. 1993); Rhodes v. State, 547 So.2d 1201, 1208 (Fla. 1989); 

Herzog v. State, 439 So.2d 1372, 1375, 1380 (Fla. 1983); Clark v. 

$tate, 443  Sa.2d 973, 977 (Fla. 1983): see also Cook v. State, 542 

So.2d 9 6 4 ,  970 (Fla. 1989) (I1hactl invalid where death did not result 

from long struggle and was not "drawn out t t  process). Particularly 

in strangulation-murder cases, evidence of a victim's foreknowledge 

and fear of eminent death is what has separated a valid finding of 

rlhacll from an invalid one. Compare cases c it.ed, supra with mlton 

v. State, 573 So.2d 2 8 4 ,  289, 292 (Fla. 1990)(11hac11 valid where 

scratch marks on defendant indicate struggle by victim); P i l d e  

v. State, 531 So.2d 124, 128 (Fla. 1988)(11hac1* valid when victim 

did not lose consciousness for  I'several rninutes1l, screamed and 

begged for help): TomDkins, 502 So.2d, suwa, at 421 (llhacll valid 

where victim was fighting and struggling against strangulation and 

rape occurring at same time); Den ton v. State, 480 So.2d 1279, 

1282-1283 (Fla. 1985)(11hac11 valid, where death from strangulation 

took fifteen minutes, victim begged for  life and as he did, 

defendant pulled cord tighter around victim's neck, from behind 

victim, until victim was spitting blood, and defendant laughed and 

joked about how long ittook); Dovle v. State, 460  So.2d 353, 355, 

357 (Fla. 1984) ( I1hac1l valid, where strangulation took up to five 

minutes, victim fought back, and victim was raped while still 

alive). This case, on its facts, is completely distinguishable 

from these decisions unha lins application of the rlhacrl aggravator. 

The medical examiner conceded the possibility that Ms. 

Matlawski was unconscious from several head blows that preceded any 



strangulation. R,789. Dr. Wright also admitted that the head 

injuries themselves, apart from the neck injuries, could have been 

fatal. R,7&6,787. Significantly, there was no evidence of a 

struggle, and there were no defensive wounds, a fact termed 

llunusualll by Dr. Wright if there was evidence of blows to the side 

or front of the head. R,792,793. These facts, combined with the 

evidence of blows to the back of Matlawski's head, R,782, are 

strong evidence that Appellant was either uncanscious or otherwise 

unaware of these blows before or during their occurrence. 

Furthermore, Dr. Wright stated that absent a struggle, the victim 

would have lost consciousness from strangulation in 1-2 minutes. 

R,791. 

This conclusion is further bolstered by und isDuted evidence 

that the victim had a . 08  blood alcohol level when examined by Dr. 

Wright, R,794, thus equalling the level now presumed to impair the 

ability to drive a car. $316.193, Fla.Stat. (1994). The victim 

also had a tlrecreational usell level of cocaine in her system. 

R,794. Alfred LeBlanc testified that the victim appeared to be 

asleep on the couch when he last saw her the night of the murder, 

and that he thought she was lfpassed out" from drinking. SR,551,552, 

5 8 8 .  LeBlanc further testified that there was what Ifsounded like 

a party" that night at the house, where he heard lot of peoplet1. 

SR,553,592. 

These facts show that the evidence did not establish, beyond 

a reasonable doubt, that Matlawski was Ilcanscious throughout" the 

beating and strangulatian, and had foreknowledge of her death as 



she was being strangled. R,2024,2025. The evidence did not show 

such awareness or foreknowledge, or permit the Court to reasonably 

infer awareness of a high level of pain setting the murder apart 

from the norm. w. 
There was no evidence that the victim here struggled or made 

any statements, and a total absence of any wounds to suggest she 

tried to defend herself. Herzoq, 439 So.2d, at 1380 (Irhactl invalid 

where victim was semi-conscious and/or unconscious prior to 

strangulation, as offered no resistance and made no statements). 

These facts are highly similar to those in DeAnselo, swra .  This 

Court upheld a trial court's finding that rlhacll was not valid, 

because the victim had no defensive wounds, no evidence existed of 

a struggle, the victim had a significant amount of marijuana in her 

system, and it was llpossiblell she was unconscious before being 

strangled from some blows to the head or choking. DeAnuelo, 616 

So.2d, at 443. Similarly, in Rhodes, sux>ra, this Court invalidated 

a finding of llhacll, where there was conflicting testimony that the 

victim was drunk or Itpassed outll, corroborating testimony that she 

was llsemi-consciousll at death and the victim was last seen alive in 

a bar and was known as a "heavy drinker". Rhodes, 547 So.2d, at 

1208. 

This case did not feature the type of additional torturous 

acts or "drawn outt1 circumstances proving the rthacll factor beyond 

a reasonable doubt. The circumstances are much more parallel to 

those in DeAnselo, Rhodes, or , than to those in Hildwin, 
Tomokins, Denton or Dovle, sums. Because there was considerable 



mitigating evidence and findings, and at least one other invalid 

aggravator found besides this one, resentencing is required. 

Sochor, susra; Bates, s _ L ~ E ~ T ~ ;  Elledsa, suara. 

TRIAL COURT ABUS ED DI S C D TION IN DENYING XII: 
APPELL ANT'S REOUESTED JURY INSTRU CTION ON 
WHEIN OUS, ATROCIOUS AN D C U R T ,  *' AGGRAVATING 
CIRCUMSTANCE 

The Circuit Court gave the standard jury instruction on the 

llheinous, atrocious or cruel" aggravating circumstance. 

R,1455,1976; Fla.Std.Jury Inst. (Crim) at 77 (June, 1994). 

Appellant's requested jury instruction on this factor, R,1960. 

Judge Backman abused his discretion in denying this requested 

instruction, R,1960, because it prevented the jury from considering 

the victim's foreknowledge af death in resolving whether this 

aggravator applied to Appellant. 

Appellant acknowledges that it is not inappropriate far a 

trial court to deny special requested jury instructions whose 

content is covered by standard jury instructions. Parker, supra; 

Delaa, susra. However, Appellant's requested instruction on the 

issue of the victim's knowledge or consciousness of impending death 

went beyond what is covered by the standard jury instructions on 

the I1hactl aggravating circumstance. It is also a correct statement 

of law, since victim foreknowledge of death or suffering is an 

integral and often determinative factor in whether the Irhac1I 

aggravator applies in a given case. DeAnqelQ , $uw>ra; Clark, -; 
Rhodes, Suara; compare m, Fusra; Tomw, kins, susrq; ~ l d w i s  I 
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sul3ra; se e also Sochor v. Florida, suma. Since there was 

considerable evidence that Ms. Matlawski had no such foreknowledge, 

Point XI, supra, the failure to give Appellant's jury an 

instruction to affirmatively evaluate these facts in considering 

aggravating circumstances was reversible error. 

Appellant's requested instruction further extended beyond the 

standard one given by informing the jury that "acts committed after 

the death of the victim are not relevant in considering whether the 

homicide was 'especially heinous, atrocious or cruelttt. R, 1960 

This was also clearly a correct statement of law, Jackson v. 

State, 451 So.2d 458, 463 (Fla. 1984); Blair v. State, 406 So.2d 

1103, 1109 (Fla. 1981), yet the jury was not informed by the 

instruction given not to consider such evidence in assessing the 

llhacn aggravator. The failure to give this part of the requested 

instruction created an untenable risk that the jury inappropriately 

considered subsequent acts like disposal of Ms. Matlawski's body 

near a canal along Alligator Alley, in evaluating this factor. 

R,289,292,296-302,550-580;769-774. 

These conclusions must be at least impliedly acknowledged from 

the currently pending proposed instruction on rrhactt by the Florida 

Supreme Court Committee an Standard Jury Instructions (Criminal), 

which includes a statement that would address both of these factual 

issues : 

... To commit a crime that is 
heinous, atrocious or cruel...the 
victim must have co_nsciously 
suffered- (extraordinary) mental, 
anauish or shvsical g d € a t L i A  
Substana,l IJ e r i d  of t- 



death. 

Florida Bar News, Vol. 20, No 4, February 15, 1993, at p. 2. 

(e.a.). 

The denial of these requested instructions "seriously impaired 

the [Appellar~t~s] ability to present an effective defense" to the 

jury's consideration and recommendation of death. Boorman, 944 

F.2d, at 8 0 2 .  The court's denial here made the penalty phase 

arbitrary by not adequately or fully defining the llhactv factor for 

the jury. B x ,  inosa. The jury's discretion in recommending death 

was not adequately and narrowly channelled as required of any 

capital sentencing scheme. Point VI, w m a .  Without these 

limiting instructions, the jury could not provide Appellant w i t h  

the required individualized weighing of aggravating and mitigating 

factors. Sochor, -; $ant, supra; Lockett v. Ohio, -. The 

absence of such instructions did not permit the jury to apply 

9921.141(5)(d) so as to effectively determine if Appellant was one 

of the class of those persons eligible for the imposition of death, 

and was deserving of such a penalty. $ant, 103 S.Ct. I at 2742, 

2743. 

For these reasons, Appellant's death sentence must be 

reversed. 

XIII; JmY I NSTRUCTION GIVEN AT PWAL TY PHASE 
ON MRAVATING CI RCWS TANCE QF "HEINOUS, 

VAGUE 
#J&lCIOUS AND CRUEL" WAS UNCONSTI TUT IONAl iT iY 

Appellant is fully aware that this Court has rejected 
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challenges to the Constitutionality of the I1heinous, atrocious an 

cruelt1 standard jury instruction given in this case. R, 1455,1576. 

See, a/ Z I a l l  v. State, 614, So.2d 473, 478 (Fla. 1993). This 

instruction specifically defines each of the terms of I1heinousv1 , 
llatrociaustl and '*cruelt1, and then includes the following language 

V e T w  ' from Dixon, 283 So.2d, gums, at 7: 

The kind of crime intended to be 
included as heinous, atrocious or 
cruel is one accompanied 
-t show that the 
crime was conscienceless or Ditiless 
and w as unnecessarilv torturous to 
the victim. 

. .  

R,1455,1576. ( e . a . ) .  This quoted passage from the standard jury 

instruction has been regarded as essential ta saving the rthaclv 

instruction from being Unconstitutionally vague. Atwater v. State, 
626 So.2d 1325, 1329 (Fla. 1993). However, 's Dart of the nhacll 

instruction was not adequately defined to provide sufficient 

guidance for the jury to decide if Appellant's crime did OF did not 

fit this aggravating circumstance. EsBinosa, 112 S.Ct. at 2926, 

2928; Strinaer v. Black, 503 U.S. -, 112 S.Ct. 1130, 1135, 117 

L.Ed.2d 367 (1992); Walton v. A r i z m  , 497 U.S. 639, 110 S.Ct. 

3047, 3057, 111 L.Ed.2d 511 (1990). Even assuming arauendo the 

rrhactl definitions were Constitutional, the remainder of the 

instruction here was thus Unconstitutionally vague. fd. 

There can be little remaining doubt that the jury is a llco- 

sentencertl in the Florida capital sentencing scheme, and that the 

jury's consideration and weighing of aggravators and mitigation is 

entitled to "great weightqt. R, 1974; W n a s  a, 112 S.Ct. at 2928, 



2929; Sochor v. Florida, susra; Galdwell v. Mississim i, 472 U . S .  

320, 105 S.Ct. 2633, 2639-2642, 86 L.Ed.2d 231, (1985); Johnso n v. 

Sinsletarv, 612 So.2d 575, 576 (Fla. 1993). As the co-sentencer, 

the jury cannot be asked to consider an aggravating circumstance if 

the ttdescription is so vague as to leave the sentencer without 

sufficient guidance for determining the presence or absence of the 

factor". Espinosa, at 2929; Shell. v . MisSssim i, 498 U.S. -, 
111 S.Ct. 313, 3 1 4 ,  112 L.Ed.2d 1 (1990)(Marshall, J. concurring 

opinion); Mills, 108 S.Ct., at 1866-1867; Atwater, supra. 

. .  

In this instruction I the terms llconsciencelesstl , ftpitilessvt 
and *tunnecessarily torturoustt are not defined in any further way, 

and did not provide adequate guidance to appropriately enable the 

jury to decide whether the rrhac" aggravator applied. EsDinosa. 

Every murder potentially fits the category of a homicide done 

without conscience or pity for the victim. Shell, suDra; Maynard 

v, Cartwriqht, 108 S.Ct., at 1859. Anv Tttorturett of a human being 

by another would rationally be viewed by a jury as "unnecessaryt1. 

m, e.u. , Maasard, -; Godfrev v. Georqia, 446 U.S. 420, 100 

S.Ct. 1759, 1764-1765, 64 L.Ed.2d 398 (1980); Peogle v . SuDerior 
Court. m t a  Clara County, 647 P.2d 76, 7 8 ,  (Ca1.1982) (en banc) . 
Informing a "co-sentencer" to apply these terms without more, 

particularly in light of their lack of knowledge and experience in 

evaluating and applying prior circumstances of Ithactt violates the 

due process principles essential to a fair capital sentencing 

process. PsDino sa; Shell: Strinu er; Palton. The existence of 

additional review by the trial court and this Court does not change 



the fact that the sentencing jury was left to arbitrarily apply the 

rrhacll factor based on completely undefined terms. Essinosa I at 

2928, 2929; m t o a ,  110 S.Ct. at 3057; Caldwell, sums. 
This Court's application of the rlhacll factor to cases 

involving strangulation deaths often depends on the consciousness 

or lack of awareness of impending death by the victim. Point XI, 

susra. This factor was not even part of the jury instruction given 

here, see Point XII, ~ ~ g r a ,  yet this issue was clearly a disputed 

factual issue. The instruction did not inform the jury at all of 

the importance of this fact or the need to resolve it in order to 

adequately decide to find or not find Irhac1I here. This 

further rendered the rlhacll instruction Unconstitutionally vague. 

Point XII, ; Shell: Walta: Maynard. 

Fssino sa. 

This error cannot be considered harmless because there was 

substantial mitigation evidence and findings, and a 7-5 advisory 

recommendation by the jury, such that the jury's recommendation 

could well have been affected by application of the 

Unconstitutional instruction. Esainosa: Sochu;  Gaskin v. State, 

615 S0.2d 679, 680 (Fla. 1993); Hitchc ock v. State, 614 So.2d 483, 

484 (Fla. 1993). The Matlawski killing could not be said to be 

Irhacrl under any definition of this aggravator, ThomDso n v. State, 

619 So.2d 261 (1993); Foster v. State, 614 Sa.2d 455, 462 (Fla. 

1992), particularly in light of evidence the victim had no 

foreknowledge of her fate. Under these circumstances, Appellant's 

death sentence must be reversed. 
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XIV: CIRCUIT COURT COMMIT TED REVERS1 BIZ, E RROR 
BY A DMITTING, co W E R I  NG AND R E W N  G ON 

PRKUJDICIAL EVIDE NCE REGARDING "PRIOR VIOLENT 
FELONY" AGGRAVATING CIRCUM STANCE 

ARSAY, IRRELEVANT, ,UNNECJ:SSAR Y AND UNFAIRJmY 

The State relied on the "prior violent felonyvb aggravating 

circumstance, §921,141(5)(b), (1992), at the penalty 

phase. Evidence of a certified copy of Appellant's August, 1980 

conviction for robbery was properly introduced, with expert 

testimony matching Appellant's fingerprints to those on the prior 

judgment. R,1290-1296. Despite the fact that robbery is per se a 

violent crime for purposes of this statutory aggravator, m, e.u., 

Simmons v. State, 419 So.2d 316, 319 (Fla. 1982), the State was 

permitted to introduce pure hearsay evidence of statements and 

circumstances from the prior arresting officer despite three 

separate objections from Appellant. R,1298-1300. These 

circumstances were presented to the jury, and expressly relied on 

by the Court in finding the presence of this aggravator. R,2023 

Because such findings and consideration were based on inadmissible 

evidence erroneously admitted, which unfairly prejudiced fair and 

non-arbitrary consideration of Appellant's proper sentence, 

Appellant's death sentence must be reversed. 

In addition to the fact of the robbery conviction, Officer 

Timothy Falk was permitted to testify to statements and 

circumstances he neither heard or saw. Falk stated Appellant came 

up behind the elderly female victim, knocked her to the ground 

while snatching her purse, and that the victim required 

hospitalization for a head injury. R,1298-1299. Falk also stated 



that bystanders chased Appellant, that Appellant brandished a knife 

when cornered, and that he had to be apprehended by the civilians 

who chased him from a canal he jumped into. R,1299,1300. This 

testimony was undisputed hearsay, as out-of-court statements and 

observations by others not testifying, clearly coming in for the 

truth of the contents within the statements. 590.801(l)(c), 

Fla. Stat . (1991). Appellant and his counsel had no "fair 

opportunitytt to confront or ttrebutt' these statements I when those 

who made them were not present and testifying. §921.141(1), 

Fla. S& . (1992). 
Appellant is aware of this Court's observations that the State 

may introduce evidence on the prior violent felony aggravator, 

going beyond the mere fact of conviction. e,a., see Tamr, kins, 

suma. However, this Court has found such evidence inadmiss- I 

even under the relaxed rules governing admission of evidence at a 

capital sentencing phase, when irrelevant, a violation of the 

defendant's confrontation rights, or where prejudice outweighs any 

probative value of its admission. Duncan v. State, 619 So.2d, at 

282; phod es v. State, 547 So.2d, at 1204, 1205. Here, the evidence 

admitted went way beyond what was necessary to prove the existence 

of this aggravating circumstance. Duncan, SUW)TB; Rhodes, s u ~ r a .  

The jury and judge were left to rely on extremely prejudicial 

hearsay, particularly evidence about the chase of Appellant by 

civilians and Appellant's flashing of a knife when confronted. The 

chase after the crime was comsle te was irrelevant to the prior 

violent felony itself. The evidence further focused on the impact 
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to the victim, including the llphysical...trauma and suffering of 

the victim of a totally callateral crime. .'I, rather than on the 

subject murders involved. Rhodes, 547 So.2d, at 1205. The pulling 

out of a knife was particularly irrelevant both logically and 

legally, since the prior violent felony was not for armed robbery, 

R,1922,1995,2020, no knife was involved in the subject crimes, 

meaning the only passible use of this evidence was to improperly 

inflame both jury and judge to sentence Appellant to death. 

Duncan, s u ~ r q :  phodes, suDr3. The additional testimony about the 

chase, the physical impact on the victim and the knife was 

absolutely unnecessary, given the admission of the certified copy 

of conviction. Duncan, at 282; Rhodes, at 1205, n-6. 

This error cannot be viewed as harmless. Unlike the 

circumstances in Duncan, at 282, the Court here did exx3resslv rely 

on this inadmissible evidence in sentencing Appellant to death and 

the prosecutor relied on such evidence in deta il during penalty 

phase closing argument. R,1440-1441. This express consideration, 

presentation and focus upon inadmissible, irrelevant and non- 

statutory evidence to support an aggravating circumstance made 

Appellant's sentencing proceeding arbitrary, requiring reversal of 

Appellant's death sentence. Sochor, 112 S.Ct., at 2119; Proffitt 

v. F l u  , 428 U.S. 242, 96 S.Ct. 2960, 2969, 49 L.Ed.2d 913 

(1976); Greqa v. Georuia, 96 S.Ct., 2933; Rhodes, guDra; Elledae, 

346 So.2d, suwa, at 1003. 
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XV: IWROP ER ADMISSION AND CONSIDERA TION OF * PR H VICTIM VIOL 
APPELUNT 'S EIGHTH AN D FOURTEE NTH AMENDMENT 
-L RI AN D UN usu AT, P UNISHMFN T 
AND R IGHTS OF DUE PRO CESS 

The Record is undisputed that at Appellant's penalty phase, 

the victim's relatives testifiedto the judge alone giving opinions 

about Appellant, the crimes, and an allegedly proper sentence of 

death. R,1464-1469,1983-1984. This included statements like the 

following: 

KELLY DESCHAMBAULT (Nancy Cole's daughter): 
Mv sis ter and I have ca me to Ft . L a d e  rdale 
wit h hose that David Pansburn ' S  sent encinq 
will be in favor of the death w)  enaltv . We 
realize that sentencing is the jury's decision 
but ye also know t.ha t YOU ha ve the f inal s u  
An the end. 

X X X X X x X X 

We only hoge that David Pangburn exgeriences 
the s m e  terror [as victim] as he s w e  s death 
in the fa ce, and when his time is up, we pray 
that before he is sen t to hell, he gets to 
once again meet Nancy Cole. 

X X X X X X X X 

David Pansburn is a CFU el, cold blooded man 
with no resgect for human 1 ife. We can't even 
use th e word sick to describe him... .... 

R,1464,1466,1467. (e.a.). 

MS. LARY (daughter of Nancy Cole): . . . . . y  ou 
will never, ever be forgiven, ever. I will 
hate v ou until I di e. 

R,1468. (e.a.). 

MR. BROWN:.....I was living with Diane.. ..And 
I'd like to volunteer to g I J J ~  the s w l t  ch on &. 



R,1469. (e.a.). Ms. Deschambault and Ms. Lary were related to 

Nancy Cole, R,1463,1464,1465, who was the victim involved in 

the robbery to which defense counsel agreed such victim impact 

testimony could be limited to. R,1461,1462,1463. It is obvious 

and apparent that the testimony of all 4 victims' family members 

had no connection or relevance to anything but the families' 

opinions about the murders, the defendant and the death penalty. 

This absolute violation of Appellant's Eighth an Fourteenth 

Amendment rights requires Appellant's sentence to be vacated. 

§921.141(7), Fla.Sta t. [1992) defines the scope of admissible 

victim impact evidence, unequivocally prohibitinq the admission of 

certain categories of such testimony: 

... the prosecution may introduce, and 
subsequently argue, victim impact evidence. 
Such evidence shall be designed to demonstrate 
the victim's uniqueness as an individual human 
being and the resultant loss to the 
community's members by the victim's death. 
Characterizations and OD inions about the w. 'm a nd the a m r m r  iate 
sentence shall not be K) ermitted as a Dart of 
victim imDact evidence. 

§921.141(7), suwa. (e.a.). This codifies the U.S. Supreme 

Court's opinions on the inadmissible nature of those categories of 

victim impact evidence that are statements about "the crime, the 

defendant and the appropriate sentencef1. . . Fame v. Tennessee, 508 
U.S. 8 0 8 ,  111 S.Ct. 2597, 2611, n.2, 115 L.Ed.2d 720 (1991); Pavne, 

111 S.Ct., sums, at 2614, n.1 (Souter, J; Kennedy, J, concurring 



opinion) State v ,  MaxwelL, 19 Fla.L.Weekly 1706 (Fla. 4th DCA, 

August 10, 1994)(upholding Constitutionality of §921.141(7) and 

specifically noting this prohibited category); Burns v. State, 609 

So.2d 600, 605 (Fla. 1992); Rodcres v. State, 595 So.2d 929, 933 

(Fla. 1992). The evidence referred to here was inadmissible 

characterizations and opinions "about the murders, about Appellant 

and about his deserving the death penalty". m. This testimony 

clearly should not have been considered as aggravators in 

sentencing, and cannot be interpreted as anything but non- 

statutory aggravating circumstances. Geralds v. St.a te, 601 So.2d 

at 1162, and cases cited; Elledae, suora. 

Despite the pronouncement by Judge Backman that he limited his 

consideration of aggravation to those in the written order, R,2025, 

he could not have ''unheardnn what he heard from the family members. 

Geralds. It i s  difficult to think of any other possible non- 

statutory aggravating testimony mare devastating to a f a i r  capital 

sentencing process, than the emotion saturated feelings of victims' 

families that the defendant is a "cruel coldblooded" man who should 

die for h i s  crimes. Under these circumstances, Appellant's 

sentence must be reversed. Pavne; Booth; Max well; Hodues, S;uma. 

51n Payne, Justices Souter and Kennedy expressly observed that 
the prohibited category of victim impact evidence quoted above was 
not at issue in Pavne. pavne at 2614, n.1. This implies that this 
distinction was crucial to achieving the 6-3 result in Pavne, which 
overruledthe rule of inadmissibility of other categories of victim 
impact evidence announced in Booth v. Maryland I 482 U.S. 496,  107 
S.Ct. 2529, 96 L.Ed.2d 440 (1987). The Pavne majority opinion 
would not have been a majority, without the votes of Justices 
Soutter and Kennedy. 



I: IMPOSITION OF DEATH PENAL TY WAS 
PISPROPORT IONATE PUNISHMENT, AND SHOULD BE 

D TO LIFE IMPRISONMENT BASED 
COMP-G SUBSTANTIAL AND UNDISPUTED EVIDENCE 
IN MITIG ATION 

The underlying rationale for this Court's proportionality 

review of death sentences is the unique finality of death as 

punishment and its reservation for only the most "aggravated and 

unmitigatedt1 of capital murders. Dixon, 283 So.2d, at 7; Uame r v. 

Stat&, 619 So.2d 274, 277; 277, n.3 (Fla. 1993); T i l l m  , 591 
So.2d, at 169; Sonqer, 544 So.2d, suwa, at 1011; AZvord V. State, 

322 So.2d 533, 540 (1975)(where this Court noted that capital 

defendant "need not be sentenced to death" in every case). Because 

of the irrevocable aspect of the death penalty, a more intense and 

deliberate level of scrutiny is required in conducting 

proportionality review. Tillman, susra. Even where aggravating 

circumstances exist, this Court can reduce punishment based on an 

independent review of the totality of evidence and circumstances 

and comparison with other cases and a conclusion that the death 

penalty is not warranted. Palmes v. Wainwriaht, 460 So.2d 361, 364 

(Fla. 1984); Brown v. Wa inwriqht, 392 So.2d 1327, 1331 (Fla. 1980); 

Alvord, suma; Dixw , 283 So.2d at 7, 9 .  Such review leads to a 

clear conclusion that imposition of the death penalty here would be 

llunusuall* punishment and unfairly disproportionate. 2imLLmm, at 
169. 

The aggravating circumstances of heinous, atrocious and cruel 

and for felony-murder are invalid for a variety of reasons already 



argued. Point VIII; XI, sumad. This leaves the aggravating 

circumstances of Itprior violent felonyvv and under sentence of 

imprisonment1!. R,2023. The nature and quality of the aggravator 

that the crime was committed while Appellant was "under sentence of 

imprisonment is relatively weak. The undisputed evidence on this 

factor is that Appellant walked away from a work release facility 

because of threats by a fellow inmate to kill hint with a knife, and 

that once these circumstances were explained, escape charges 

against Appellant were dropped. R,1406-1408,1420,1431-1432. 

Sonaer, 544 So.2df at 1011 (in proportionality review, fact that 

defendant walked away from prison rather than by violent "break 

out1* made "under sentence of imprisonment" factor *@not so gravetv). 

The prior violent felony involved a robbery by purse-snatching. 

R, 2023. 

When compared to the mitigating evidence and findings, these 

aggravating circumstances become weaker, even assuming aruue ndo 

that all four aggravators were valid. The trial court assigned 

"great weight" to evidence Appellant was mentally, physically and 

emotionally abused. R,2028. There was undisputed testimony by 

Appellant, his natural father and a court-appointed psychologist 

about physical beatings and mental abuse of Appellant, his brother 

and mother by his stepfather, Michael Russo. R,1317,1318,1358- 

1259,1372,1376,1377,1379; see also R,2028. This substantial abuse 

occurred when Appellant was between 5 and 12 years old, when 

Appellant started running away, R,1377, which became chronic. 

R,1339,1353. The beatings included Russo slamming Appellant's head 



against the wall. R,1376. Appellant was humiliated ta learn in 

gym classes that other children were not "beat up like me" with 

bruises. R,1359,1379. Appellant's attempt to get help in first or 

second grade, resulted in being Itass whipped1' at home. R,1375. 

This abuse gave Appellant bad dreams and depression, and further 

caused Appellant to Ifwet himself" when he knew he was going to be 

beaten. R,1383. 

Dr. Garfield confirmed the physical and emotional abuse heaped 

on Appellant by Mr. RUSSO, and his reluctance and emotional 

reaction in finally discussing these circumstances. R, 1328. 

Garfield confirmed Appellant's feelings of shame and reluctance to 

go to gym class because the other children there had no bruises. 

R,1328-1329,1330. Garfield further revealed Appellant's feelings 

that his mother did not stop the abuse, R,1332. The psychologist 

concluded that this history of abuse gave Appellant a lack of self- 

worth, and a "great deal of hostility and resentment". R,1332- 

1333. Dr. Garfield gave undisputed testimony that such emotional 

and physical abuse causes depression, hopelessness, low academic 

achievement and substance abuse. R, 1332-1333. 

There was additional undisputed evidence of harsh family 

background and deprived up-bringing. Appellant and his brother 

were the subjects of a custody battle at a very young age. R,1314. 

Although Appellant's father, George Pangburn received custody, 

Appellant's mother kidnapped her sons, moved to N e w  York and lied 

to Appellant that his father had no interest in him. R,1314- 

1315,1357. Appellant's mother was a prostitute, and a drug and 



alcohol abuses. R,1315,1328,1354,1388,1389. This abuse continued 

when his mother showed up at Appellant's door in Florida after ten 

years of no contact, lived with Appellant there, and had to be 

asked to leave by Appellant because of such drug use and 

lllifestylell. R,1360,1362,1364,1399. Appellant's brother became 

violent and "full of hate", as a result of this upbringing. 

R, 1357. The brothers were placed in separate foster care 

facilities. R,1333,1334,1338. Dr. Garfield concluded that these 

circumstances created doubt that Appellant could have grown up 

differently than he did, and that Appellant Itdidn't have a chance 

at all". R,1335. 

Dr. Garfield also testified at mitigation to severe drug and 

alcohol problems Appellant had. It was undisputed Appellant took 

marijuana and drank alcohol beginning at age 12, and this use 

became frequent by age 17 or 18. R,1331. At that time, Appellant 

began taking lldowners", Quaaludes and PCP. R, 1331. Further 

mitigation evidence established Appellant could function well in a 

structured prison environment, and had been a trustee fo r  two years 

who could be trusted within the jail environment. R, 1334- 

1335,1346. Appellant's stepson and friend also testified he was a 

good father and husband and a kind and caring friend who helped 

people in the neighborhood. R,1304-1312. 

Appellant's death sentence must be reversed as 

disproportionate under these undisputed mitigating Circumstances. 

Appellant's position is nearly identical to those in T,ivinuston V. 

State, 565 So.2d 1288, 1292, (Fla. 1988), where this Court reduced 



Livingston's death sentence under proportionality review. The 

defendant there killed a gas station attendant during a robbery. 

ton, 565 So.2d, SuDrq, at 1289. Upon review, this Court 

invalidated one aggravator, leaving prior violent felony and 

felony-murder as valid aggravating circumstances. Livinuston, at 

1292. Measured against mitigation including physical abuse and 

beatings by the defendant's mother's boyfriend, neglect by his 

mother and extensive use by the defendant of cocaine and marijuana, 

this Court reduced Livingston's sentence to life imprisonment. 

sstgn , at 1292. The same result is compelled here by 

extremely similar and additional compelling mitigation described. 

A death sentence here would be disproportionate compared to 

other cases where this Court reduced death to life imprisonment, 

based on mitigation such as a history of abused childhood, sordid 

up-bringing, drug and/or alcohol abuse, and the potential that the 

defendant could successfully and safely function in a prison 

environment. Rramer, 619 So.2d 274, 276-278 (Fla. 1993)(death 

sentence reduced as disproportionate based on defendant's alcohol 

and drug abuse, fact that he was good worker while in jail, even 

though murder was by blows and resulting fractures to the head; in 

addition, victim had very high blood alcohol level); pibert v. 

w, 574 So.2d 1059, 1060, 1062-1063 (Fla. 1990)(death sentence 
reduced based on mitigation including defendant's suffering more 

than 10 years of child abuse; defendant's potential for 

rehabilitation; and abuse of alcohol, even though defendant stabbed 

the victim seventeen times and rrhac*l factor valid aggravator; 
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victim had a .05 blood alcohol level); jbnuer, 544 So.2d at 1011 

(death sentence reduced based on mitigation including addiction to 

drugs, positive adjustment in prison, counteracting, aggravator of 

"under sentence of imprisonmentvv, even though defendant shot and 

killed police officer); Ross v. State, 474 So.2d 1170, 1171-1174 

(Fla. 1985)(death sentence reduced based an mitigation including 

evidence defendant had alcohol problem, was drinking on the night 

of the murder; husband killed wife by striking her in scalp with 

blunt instrument, and before that bruised her face with foot or 

fist, with presence of defensive wounds on victim; aggravating 

circumstance of heinous, atrocious and cruel, killing result of 

Itangry domestic dispute" I with likely shart periad of reflection 

and/or premeditation); see also, Penn v. State, 574 So.2d 1079, 

1083 (Fla. 199l)(death sentence reduced based on mitigation 

including heavy drug use by defendant, in case where defendant beat 

mother to death with hammer, and valid aggravator of vvhacvv). 

Appellant's death sentence is further disproportionate because 

his brother, who was equally if not more culpable in the Matlawski 

killing, received a life sentence. Scott v. Duauer, 604 So.2d 465, 

470 (Fla. 1992); IZpwns v. State, 572 So.2d 895, 901 (Fla. 1990); 

Barclav v. Sta te, 343 So.2d 1266, 1271 (Fla. 1977); Slater V. 

State, 316 So.2d 539, 542  (Fla. 1975) (accomplices fvshould not be 

treated differently upon the same or similar factsfv). According to 

Appellant's statement to police, Michael Pangburn had the idea and 

motive for murder. R,440. Michael Blair testified he saw Michael 

Pangburn driving a red Camaro around the Carriage Cross Apartments 



after the murder. R,430,432,433. The hospital nurse, Rita Flint, 

established it was Michael Pangburn who was wearing the victim's 

bracelets the morning after the  murders. R,477-480,482. The only 

print lifted from the victim's car matched Michael Pangburn; no 

physical evidence linked Appellant to Ms. Matlawski's car. R,608- 

610,644. Two other witnesses, Raphael and Susan Quilles, saw 

Michael Pangburn around the apartments, D o t  Amellant. R,518. In 

his second statement to police, and trial testimony, Michael 

admitted at least equal if not greater responsibility in killing 

the victims and disposing of them. R,529,536,882-906,927-930. 

Furthermore, Michael Pangburn told Scott Palmer, his lover, and 

others that he committed the murders. R,721,870-872,881. Michael 

Pangburn told prison inmates John Carter and Corey Maxin that 

Michael lied to police when he originally implicated his brother. 

R,846,870-872. 

This substantial evidence established that Michael either 

committed the murders or at the very least originated the idea and 

motive, and killed or helped kill both girls after doing drugs with 

them and after Matlawski lrjust screwed up my highrr. R,886,887. 

Statement of Facts. This culpability was equal to or greater than 

Appellant, yet Michael Pangburn received life imprisonment. This 

disparate treatment was further evidence warranting a reduction to 

life imprisonment to avoid a disproportionate death sentence. 

.Dawns, 572 So.2d, at 90l(death penalties disproportionate I 1 i f  co- 

defendant is equally culpabletr but receives life) : B a r c l u ,  343 

So.2d at 1271(death penalty disproportionate when co-defendant got 



death, defendant received life, yet both men were part of group 

which all intended to kill a white man, which picked-up hitchhiker 

for this purpose, and co-defendant shot victim after defendant 

stabbed him); Mess er v. State, 330 So.2d 137, 139, 142 (Fla. 

1976)(death penalty disproportionate when defendant got death, co- 

defendant received conviction for  second-degree murder by plea 

deal, and co-defendant helped hold up victim, drove his car, took 

his wallet and h i t  victim in head before defendant shot and killed 

him). 

The facts and circumstances at most suggest an unpremeditated, 

angry and confrontation or argument amongst cocaine 

smokers including a victim who was drinking and smoking cocaine at 

a party in Michael Pangburn's home. The murder of Diane Matlawski 

was not a "most aggravated, least mitigated" murder, !!beyond the 

norm" of capital felonies. Kramer, 619 So.2d, at 2 7 8 ;  Dixan, at 7. 

Therefore, Appellant' death sentence must be reduced to life 

imprisonment. 

XVII: TRIAf, COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT 
AGGRAVATING CIRCUM STANCES OUTWEIGHED 
MITIGATING CTR CUMSTmCRS. R EOUIRING REDUCTION 
I S  ONMENT 

The Record in this case established substantial and compelling 

mitigation. The Circuit Court's own findings established that 

Appellant was the victim of significant mental, physical and 

emotional abuse, R,2028; had no positive male figure or role model 

in his life; R,2029; and spent his Ilformative years" in the midst 
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of an abusive home, where there were alcohol and drug problems, a 

stepfather who physically and verbally abused him from the age of 

5 to 13, and a mother who provided no emotional support and who had 

drug, alcohol and criminal problems. R,2029,2030. In offering her 

expert opinion an the result of these problems, Dr. Garfield gave 

undisputed testimony that these mitigating circumstances devastated 

Appellant's life, caused deep anger and created unavoidably tragic 

results : 

DR. GARFIELD:. .as has been amply 
explained, he has had a very abusive 
upbringing. I dou bt very ser iouslv 

t he could h ave crrpWn UD and beeq 
erent than he is today. 

aiven the tvw>e of unbr inuing . 
X X X X X X 

DR. GARFIELD..the patterns are not 
only inherited but will freffu entlv 
be displayed in one form or an other; 
depending upon..the environment, and 
when the en= 'ronment is noas. the 
person doesn't ha ve a ch m c e  at a 11 
and that's essent ially what h a m  ened 
-* 

R,1335. (e.a.). 

In addition to this evidence, it was further uncontradicted 

that Appellant was a good father and husband, had a 5 year old 

daughter who needed his love and support, and had the ability to 

effectively function within a structured prison environment. 

R,2028,2030,2031. 

The existence of an abusive and/or neglectful upbringing has 

been cansistently viewed as compelling and significant mitigation 

in death penalty cases. e.g., Elledue v. Sta te, 613 So.2d 4 3 4 ,  436 



(Fla. 1993); Clark, suma: Nibert, 574 So.2d, at 1063; Camsbell v. 

State, 571 So.2d 415, 419, n.4 (Fla. 1990); Livinsston, 565 So.2d, 

suma, at 1292; Holsworth v. State, 522 So.2d 348, 355 (Fla. 1988). 

The existence af drinking or drug problems, particularly if there 

was drinking or drugs taken by a defendant or victim at or around 

the time of the killing, has alsa been viewed as significant 

mitigating circumstances. e . g . ,  Clark; Pena, 574 So.2d, suma, at 

1083; Livinaston, guDra; Soncler, guma; Ross, sugra. When all of 

the substantial categories and facts of mitigation are examined in 

this case, suma; Point XVI, sux)ra, this case might be one of the 

most significantly mitigated cases to be reviewed by this Court. 

Comgare Soncler, 544 So.2d at 1011. 

Two of the factors in aggravation were not supported by the 

evidence requiring reweighing of sentence at the very least. 

Points VIII; XI. One of the two remaining ("under sentence of 

imprisonmentff ) has been characterized as Ifrelatively weak" where 

as hem , the defendant escaped from custody by walking away from 
work release under threat to his life. Point XVI; Son-, sumac. 

R,1406-1408.1420.1431-1432. These facts  substantially weaken the  

aggravating evidence in comparison to mitigation, such that the 

weight of mitigation substantially ffcounterbalancesff aggravation. 

Kinq, 623 So.2d, D, at 489; Rosers v. State , 511 So.2d 526, 534 
(Fla. 1987). 

The trial court's weighing process in favor of death is simply 

CarnDbell, 571 not supported by sufficient competent evidence. 

So.2d, sux)ra, at 420. In comparison to other similar cases, Clark; 



Livinqston, 3onqer, this case does not present the type of 

overwhelming heinous or extreme aggravating circumstances and 

absence of mitigation for which the death penalty is reserved. 

Dixoq; ~e e als o Hamb len v. St ate, 527 so.2d 8 0 0 ,  807 (Fla. 

1988)(Ehrlich, J, concurring opinion). Therefore, this Court must 

reverse Appellant's death sentence and require the imposition of a 

life sentence for David Pangburn. 

CONC J,US ION 

Based on the foregoing arguments and authorities, Appellant 

respectfully requests that this Court reverse Appellant's 

convictions for first-degree murder and robbery with a firearm and 

remand for a new trial. Appellant further requests that this Court 

vacate the sentence of death imposed on Appellant and remand the 

proceedings for a new sentencing proceeding and/or to impose a 

sentence of life imprisonment on Count I. 

Respectfully submitted, 

G- && 
RICHARD G .  BARTMON, ESQ. 
Attorney for Appellant 
Law Off ices of Bartmon & Bartmon 
1515 N. Federal Hwy. 
Suite #300 
Boca Raton, FL 33432 
( 4 0 7 )  392-7782 
Fla. Bar No: 337791 
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ITEM 

David Pangburn's March 22, 1993 
letter to Judge Backman, filed 
March 23, 1993, State v . Panuburn, 
Circuit Court, Broward County, 
Florida 

Booking Sheet, David Pangburn, 
Sheriff's Office, Broward 
County, Florida, (reflecting 
Defendant's arrest f o r  escape, 
May 24, 1990) 
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